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INSIDE:
BEULAH LAND5:

Though churches have sung this song for
years, the writer of the piece is not quite
as well known across the nation. But
Squire Parsons, the man who penned the
tune, showed why it's his own when he
performed it at TRBC, Sunday. Page 2.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH:
This celebration of African-American culture ends Tuesday. So now the Liberty
Champion has a wrap-up of the events that
comprised the month, including the chapel
message of Alan McFarland and the campus-wide March for Unity. Page 4.

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
News Editor

It's not easy getting to the
top. It's even harder staying
there for an entire season.
The Liberty debate team
has been able to hold onto its
first place National Debate
Tournament association rankings for the entire season. The
squad is tied with Wake
Forest for the number one
spot, according to the most
recent rankings released.
The tie-breaking competi-

tion will be the American
Debate Association National
Debate, in which the district's
top teams compete.
"We've been number one all
the way through the year,' said
head debate coach Brett
O'Donnell. "That one tournament will decide it all."
The rankings are not used to
determine who goes on to the
National Debate Tournament
— the Super Bowl of the
debate world; however, they
do provide some indication of
who the top teams are.

"The rankings are entirely
separate," he explained. "You
still have to qualify."
O'Donnell acknowledged
that the first place spot was a
hard one to maintain when the
team first achieved it in
November.
"Being number one early
means being targeted," he said
at that point.
This "targeting" may have
been what made the competition so close this year. "It's a
tighter race than its ever been,"
the coach said. Only 30 points

separate the top five teams.
The squad was able to continue holding on to the spot
through hard work at all levels
of the squad — varsity, junior
varisty and novice.
For example, at their last
open tournament, held at
George Washington University, LU debaters from all
divisions cleared the elimination rounds.
"Every team was above
.500. That's unheard of,"
O'Donnell said. "No other
team does that."

Some students are looking

A

aiiU Dill Lawrence came in

EDITORS' CORNER:

photos by Ja«>« ChrkloO

Those on the opposing
sides of the abortion debate are known by a variety of terms.
Editor in Chief Shannon Harrington offers a defense of the
Liberty Champion's use of 'anti-abortion' and 'abortion
rights advocates' for those on the two sides of the issue. Also,
Opinion Editor Mark Haskew examines one view of the libertarian philosophy of government and gives his conclusions
as to why it's wrong. Page 6.

Students parade
black fashions

COMMENTARY:

Clinton's
nominee for surgeon general has taken a
lot of heat — and the Liberty
Champion climbs on the bandwagon as
opinion writer Sarah Parshall aims at
Henry Foster. Also, opinion writer Brent
Trimble describes what the church can
learn from Catholics. Page 13.

ByCHANNING SCHNEIDER
and JANETTA CAMPBELL

START OF A STREAK: Men's basketball is
ending the season on a winning streak, with the Flames
emerging victorious from back-to-back road games. The
team won 65-64 over Coastal Carolina last Monday and
68-57 over Radford Saturday. Page 12.

WHAT'S IN STYLE ~~ Easter
Mishele Svrift* Angela Jackson and
Trina Brown show off at the
Fashion Show. Hot ton, Damon
Smith 'struts his stuff,'

Students hosted the second annual
fashion show, "Changes of Time " this
past Friday, Feb. 24, as one of the highlights of the Black History Month celebration this February.
The David's Place multi-purpose
room was transformed as students parad-;
ed down the runway, modeling outfits
and emphasizing the individuality of
Liberty students.
"There are a lot of Afiican^Americans
who are talented. We can do anything if
we put our minds to it. The world needs
to give us a chance and not judge the
color of our skin," said Demna Perodin,
the student fashion show coordinator.
Many of the clothes for the event were
donated by local merchants The Closet.
S & K, County Seat and Chess King,
Student participants said they felt that

it was an opportunity to share culture.
"This is a fun event where I get to
interact in my black culture along with
others during this
month," said freshman
participant
Katrina Brown.
Clothes and
music were not the
only attraction of

the evening though.
An African dance
was performed by
Liberty students from Kenya and
Nigeria. These students have beW. tray*
eting to elementary schools throughout
Lynchburg and Bedford County performing the dance and helping Black
History Month come alive for several
area children.
The month came alive tor students
See Dance, Page 3

fourth in the tournament, garnering eight wins. Adam
Milam and Abe Pafford came
in second with nine wins.
"Only one other school
(James Madison University)
had two teams in the top 10,"
die coach said.
A Liberty team also to only
team to receive a split vote
against undeafeated George
Mason, with one judge voting
forLU.
The top 10 teams from this
district will be allowed to compete in die National Debate
Tournament, which will be
held March 28 to April 3 at the
University of West Georgia.
Between now and then will
be a "lot of work," Lawrence
said. "Practicing. Research. The
usual."
A Liberty junior varsity
team competing in the tourney
was also successful, coming
in 11th place. The team of
David Chapa and Jen
Faulconer "swung" to make
sure die tournament had die
right number of teams.
Placing as high as they did
will give the JV team an edge
in the next tournament they
See District, Page 3

Sherman earns Adviser of Year honors

—by Timothy J. Gibbons
By AMY J. SAWYER

T H E FORECAST:

Academy- 298

The debate team dominated
the district final tournament
held here mis past weekend,
with Liberty teams placing
second and fourth in the varsity-only competition.
"We qualified; you guys did
a great job," head debate
coach Brett O'Donnell told
die squad.
The team of Layla Hinton

NIGHT AT THE OPERA: Students trying to get exposed to a bit more culture than is offered at
Movies 10 had an opportunity during the past weeks, when
Uic LU opera workshop showed what they had learned.
Liberty Champion photographer Matt Cuda and reporter
Kim Matherley were on hand to observe the action. Page 9.

Dale Earnhardt
has yet to win the jewel in his crown, the 'big one,'
Daytona. Strout discusses why the giant of racing has never
won this race and how his losses impact his fans. Page 10.

1.) Wake Forest»372
3.) Northwestern - 347
4.) George Mison 345
5.) George
Washington ^298
5.) U.S. Navel

News Editor

THE MOUTH: The Liberty Champion's Person
on the Street asks, "What has been your strangest experience
since coming to Liberty?" Page 8.

SPORTS WITH STROUT:

1.) Liberty -372

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

for a service apart from the normal Sunday offerings — and
reporter Anne Clay may have found what those students are
looking for. From Student Shine to small, private Bible studies, there is a spiritual activity on campus that should fit
almost everybody's schedule and needs. Page 8.

M C D A N I E L ' S B A C K : Lady Flames forward
Angie McDaniel has battled back from knee surgery and is
once again 'strutting her stuff on the hardwood. Sports
reporter Nikki Keznor examines the hoopster's injury and
recovery. Page 12.

NOT
RANKINGS

Debate
team
rocks
district
finals

AROUND THE WORLD: Ireland is the closest
to unity that it has been in this centniy. This past Wednesday
the prime ministers of Ireland nad Great Britain signed a
'framework document' designed to bring the two countries to
a lasting peace. Page 5.
GETTING A LIFE:

Lynchburg,
| Permit No. 136

Debate tops NDT rankings

• N T H E N E W S ! Liberty's nursing students swept up
the awards at the Virginia Student Nurses' Association
Convention recently. Thirty-nine students attended the convention, where they were given four awards. Page 2.

SWEET

Pald

Copy Editor

Compassionate.
Patient.
Encouraging. Conscientious.
Her colleagues used these
words abundantly to describe
Liberty University's 19941995 Adviser of the Year —
Barbara Sherman.
Sherman has been teaching
at Liberty since 1982 and has
held the position of director of
die Bruckner Learning Center,
Liberty's learning assistance
center, since 1990. She earned
her M.Ld. in supervision and
administration in 1982 at
Lynchburg College, and finished her M.A. degree in counseling at Liberty in 1989.
Sherman was chosen from a
list of several faculty-nominated candidates, said Dr. Wilbur
Gro&l, coordinator of faculty

advisers. From here, Sherman's
name will be submitted to the
National Academic Advising
Assoc-iation for national competition.
According to Liberty's 1994'95 nomination guidelines,
basic criteria for Adviser of the
Year nomination
include
demonstration of a caring attitude toward advisees; effective
interpersonal skills; mastery of
institutional regulations, policies and procedures; attendiuice
at and support of adviser developmental programs; and ability
to engage in development
advising (career and life planning) versus simple course
scheduling.
"Barb definitely exemplifies
diis very strongly," Croat said.
And her associates obviously
agree. In die plethora of letters
Sherman received in support of

her nomination, colleagues
praised her dedication to the
cross-section of students she
advises. "The deaf student, die
emotionally needy student, die
education major, die self-referrals; all of these describe Mrs.
Sherman's advising load,"
Croat said.
One education professor
said, "I have observed
(Sherman) in a wide variety of
suessful situations. She has
always demonsuated concern
for students, going die second
mile widioul thinking twice."
Sherman shows devotion to
helping her students academically with course scheduling
and career advice, said her
peers here at LU.
Not only is Sherman concerned about her students' academic needs, but tiieir personal
needs, as well. "Mrs. Sherman

has a marvelous reputation for
helping the hurting. (She) is not
listed in any publications of LU
as a professional counselor. Yet
her daily calendar is usually full
of appointments with hurting
students," a fellow adviser said.
Yet another co-worker commented, "Due to her compassionate disposition, many of her
advisees return throughout die
semester to secure advice and
receive reinforcement in (heir
educational pursuits. In all of
her endeavors including advising, Mrs. Sherman goes
'beyond die call to duty.' She
gives wholeheartedly of herself
to die advising process."
Ciroat said Sherman is very
wordiy of die national
Outstanding Academic Adviser
award. "1 would tiiink dial Barb
is a very, very sUong candidate," he said.

Barbara Sherman
Adviser of the Year
"In conclusion," fellow
adviser Denton Mctlaney, assisUuil director of the Bruckner
Learning ('enter, wrote, "1 can
say widioul reservation thai I
know of no one more deserving
of 'Adviser of die Year' due to
her level of service to her
advisees — diose 'assigned' and
'walk-ins' who seek her out for
godly counsel — than Mrs.
Barbara Sherman."
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Beulah Land w r i t e r visits TRBC
£3 jZjjT**
V
• Habitat for Humanity
— Millard Fuller, the internatioiial founder itftd president of
Habitat for Humanity, wilt speak
at an ecumenical service held at
West Lynchburg Baptist Chnrcb,
Monday, March 6. The service,
which 1$ open to the public, will
begin at 7 p.m.
• Call to Artists — The
lp«hburg Pine Arts Center is
seeking submissions for the 28th
Annual Fine Arts Show, Any
original work creased since Jan.
I, X992 is considered. For more
information, contact Martha
Johnson at 847*5774.
• FDR tn Virginia —* The
Virginia Historical Society,
Richmond, will be holding this
exhibit to commemorate the 50th
:ipniversary of Roosevelt** death.
The program started Feb. 1&. For
-more information, contact the
: Society at 342-9661
• Westminister Chapel Choir —
The Westminister Chohv com*
prised of students from Rider
University in i'rinceiOB, N.!•, will
be performing at Randolph
Macon Women's College at 7:30
p.in. on Wednesday, March &.
More information is available at
[525-0942.
•

• SGA Applications TJue -*-»
Appheauons for SGA positions
are dae no later than noon on
Wednesday, March 8, In the
Office of Student Life.
• Rotary
Ambassadorial
Schoiarsh ips — Applications for
these scholarships, which are
designed to furilter hneniational
| understandings are now available
from the Rotary Club of
Lynchburg. More informatiort is
available at 585-6200.
; « Basket 1>JII1 Championships —
Intramural fiyisKavfive basketball
championships will be itekl March
6 - 8 in the Vines Center>
• Christophers' Video Contest
— College students are invited to
I interpret tbe Christophers behef
that one person can shape Our
world for the better. Using any for-

By ANDREW LYONS
Champion Reporter

* \uumi I

Squire Parsons, a world-renowned
singer and songwriter, performed
famous favorites — including his
own "Sweet Beulah Land" —
Sunday, Feb. 25 at Thomas Road
Bapdst Church.
"You're just about our favorite,"
said Rev. Jerry Falwell in his introducdon.
Bom and raised in West Virginia
Parsons is celebrating his 25th year
in die music ministry. "I was raised
in a ChrisUan home and I've been
singing, I guess, as long as 1 can
remember," Parsons said.
"Squire came out of a music educadon background. He's a wonderful
songwriter, communicator and min-

mat tjf style, create on
film or video your Interpretation of this theme. More information is available at (212) 759«
4050. Deadline for the contest is
June 9.
* Concerned Women for
America — The first meeting of
the family rights group will be
held in DeMoss Halt 134 at 7
pan. Tnesday, Feb. 28.
• Chkkfeh of thfe Sou ~~ The
YMCA is offering adult-level
swimtnh^g classes at 8 p.m. on
Monday
and
Wednesday
evenings in March. Call the
YMCAat 847-7751 to register.

By ANDREW LYONS
Champion Reporter

• AH Mght Volleyball ~> Sixplayer co-ed volleyball teams
must sign ap by Thursday,
March 2 for the Friday, March 3
competltidni The late night;
activity will be from 8 p.m, until
2 aim. Rules are now available
in the Office of Student Life.
» Global Finance ~~ David
Lapps, a branch manager at
Ferguson Andrews Association
will present a seminar on
"Global Finance: Trade aud
Capital in Flux" frosi Xuntil 3
p.m. on Wednesday, March 1 in
a YMCA lecture held at the
Jones Memorial Public Library.
Admission is free. More informaUon about the seminar is
available at:847-775L•Convocation Schedule
Q Wed,, March 1: Dr. Falwcll
Q Fri., March 3: Dr. Harold
Wihniugton on the
Five Fundamentals
Q Mon., Match 6; J an Latum
wilt deliver his personal testimony

To place information in The Ear, drop notices off at the Ch&inpioH office,
JDeMqss Hall 113. All information should be in an envekipe marked "The Mar,
cA) Van Gogh, Liberty Champion," Please submit information at least two
w«eks m advance of m fcvent.

Their "Not Ashamed" album sold
200,000 copies and sat on the
Billboard Music Chart for more than
70 weeks. They've been nominated
for several Grammy and Dove
Awards and have appeared on
national and international television.
Also, their songs "I'm Not
Ashamed" and "Shine" are in heavy
rotation by Christian radio stations
across the country.
They are the Newsboys and they
plan to rock the E.C. Glass
Auditorium with special guest
Audio Adrenaline Thursday, March
2, at 7:30 p.m.
Within the past five years, the
Newsboys' catchy tunes and outgoing stage performances have set
them apart from the average
Christian contemporary band.

Light Medical, Inc.
Light Medical, Inc. would
like lo express their
sincere thanks for
granting us the
opportunity to meet your
medical needs.

Gregg R. Albers, MD
Richard A. Lane, MD
and Stall

rCUCG

The Newsboys are currendy on
tour promoting their latest album,
"Going Public."
When asked by Calendar magazine what made the hard work
worthwhile for the Newsboys, cofounder Peter Fuler replied,
"Looking at the audience singing
songs like 'Shine' or 'Going Public'
or 'Not Ashamed' and knowing that
the words are a release for them.
"Sometimes in church you don't
feel like singing, but just being
there frees you. You can't help but
feel that when you enter into
church, knowing that you can have
something change in your life.
That's die feel of this release, that's
what we're hoping — that's what
we're praying — at least some of
these songs do for people."
Several years ago the Newsboys
were performing in Australian pubs
and playing for beer money and the

Laslie Auto Body
3821 Old Forest Road
385-0292
Guaranteed workmanship
"Former Student"
Lynchburg's Fastest Growing Autobody

Squire Parsons
Gospel Singer

chance to meet girls. Since then, their
tastes and lifestyles have changed
and the five band members have chosen to sing about spirituality "It's
more about putting what's going on

in our life to the music," said Fuler.
Tickets for the Newsboys' concert at E.C. Glass can be purchased
for $11 in advance from New Life
Books. Tickets are $14 at the door.

Dance, music, clothes
part of fun of festival
Continued from Page 1
here during the fashion show as well.
"The whole night was fun," said
senior Jeanne Eugene, who acted as
emcee of die event. "We were celebrating being young and learning the
African-American culture at the
same time.
"The emphasis of the evening was
on each of our diversity and individuality and our overall unity in
Christ," she said. "We are creating
unity throughout the campus. Black
History Month is not celebrated here
at Liberty to separate, but to give

credit to contributions the AfricanAmerican community has made."
Eugene emphasized the importance of having fun and said that this
was what the night was all about.
"We thought of a way to bring
everyone together. What better than
clothes and music. Our goal was to
entertain the audience and have fun
— all within the realm of the Liberty
Way," she said. "This was a sort of
pre-rally for the March for Unity."
Dean Greg Dowell, director of
Minority and International Student
Affairs, said student devotion to
BHM festivities was not unnoticed.

Notice to Advertisers:
Ad Deadline for the
March 28th issue of the

Htbertp Champion

2 4 hour t o w i n g
After 5 p.m. call 6 6 0 - 0 4 5 3

has been extended due
to Spring Break.

Rom. 12:17 Recompense
to no man evil for evil.
Provide things honest in
the sight of all men.

R e v i s e d Deadline:
March 6 - 1 0 , 5:00pm

Support our
advertisers.
They support you.
. . . . . . • • • • • • • • - • • • • . • . . . . , • - .

Light

die new song, 'Sweet Beulah Land.'"
Before singing at TRBC Sunday,
Parsons had just returned from a tour
of Israel. "We take a tour each year
Uicre. We host it and do some singing
and preachers join us and they do the
preaching. For about 14 years we've
been doing that," said Parsons.
Though faUgued from his recent
trip, Parsons sdll captivated the audience with his gospel singing.
"Squire's wonderful," Randlett
said. "He's just real with people."
Lynchburg is not a strange place to
Parsons, who has a 15-year singing
history at Thomas Road and a daughter who graduated from Liberty.
"This has been a favorite place of
mine. It's encouraged me every time
I'm here and I hope we might encourage some others," Parsons said.

Newsboys to rock E.C. Glass school

• Late Night Activities —
Skating and Futt-IPutt miniature
golf are late night activities this
Friday, March 3. Skating costs
S3.50, including skate rental.
Tickets can bi purchases the
night of the event, at Skateiand.
. Putt-Pun tickets can be purchased at Pint-Putt Miniature
Golf; Unlimited golf costs S2:8
game tokens cost Si; a 5-minute
go-cart ride cos& S2.

History to Literature
Gary C. Walker, a Civil War author and historian, paid a visted to Dr.
Kenneth Rowlette's American Literature II class Tuesday, Feb. 2 1 .
Walker spoke to the class about conducting research and interviews for
historically-based writing, Rowteue said he offered the lecture to his
students as part of an extra-credit; option.

r

ister. He's a great model for our students," said Dr. David Rand-lett,
director of inter-ministry music.
In the evening service, Parsons'
son Squire Parsons III joined him in
singing a few upbeat songs like "If
God Be for Us" and the CaUiedrals'
"It Is Not What's Over the Door."
It was in the morning church service, though, that he dazzled the audience with "Sweet Beulah Land."
Parsons said he remembered the
day in 1974 when God touched him
with that now-famous song.
"I was the band director and choir
director of a school in West Virginia.
I was heading to the school one
morning humming an old song called
'Is Not This the Lord of Beulah,'" he
said. "That morning as I was humming that old song I started singing

• • , - • - . - •

•

- • ; ; • • • • • - • • . . • .
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LU nursing students garner four awards
By AMY SAWYER
Champion Reporter

Liberty's nursing students were
recognized out of schools across
the state Feb. 9-12, as they won
four awards at the Virginia Student
Nurses' Association Convention
and took two state nursing association offices. More important,
though, their Christian lifestyles
made a memorable impression on
the rest of the state's nurses-to-be.
Thirty-nine LU nursing students
attended the convention in Virginia

Beach, Va. — the most students from
one school ever to attend state convention, Professor Vicki Martin,
Liberty
Nursing
Students'
Association adviser, said. "We are
now fourth in the state in total membership, with George Mason and two
community colleges ahead of us,"
she said.
Also, Liberty had eight voting
delegates in the convention, junior
nursing student Barry McElyea
said. "We had a pretty heavy influence as far as the policies and procedures of the nursing association,"

he said. "We were really well represented this time."
LNSA, Liberty's chapter of the
National
Student
Nurses'
Association, was awarded the Most
First-Year Member Increase award,
and the Most Outstanding
Community Project award, offered
this year for thefirsttime.
They won the community project
award for teaching a class on breast
cancer to the community, McElyea
said. "Other schools do blood pressure checks, cholesterol checks,
things that are real common, but we

Guitarist
brings
variety of
music to
campus

By CHANNING SCHNEIDER
Champion Reporter

A Liberty student diagnosed with
liver cancer has become the subject
of an experimental technique
designed to rid him of the disease.
In June last year, Jason Brown
graduated from Lynchburg Christian
Academy and prepared to enter "college life" at LU. Brown was offered
a full scholarship to play football for
the Liberty Flames, having played
on the LCA team. Before he entered
college, though, he was diagnosed
with cancer.
"I was in the shower, getting
ready to go pick up my dorm key
from LU, when I suddenly felt real-

Champion Reporter

/

Continued from Page 1

photo by Michael Nelson

PICKIN' OUT THEM TUNES — Guitarist Scott Ainslie brings
a variety of music to life during his show at Liberty, Feb. 20.
"That was the highlight of the
evening, I've never in my life seen
a complete guitar song played on
just one string. It was amazing."
Ainslie will conduct a guitar workshop Tuesday, March 21 from 6:30-8
p.m. at the Ellington, at 421
Rivermont Avenue, Lynchburg.
Ainslie will demonstrate acoustic

blues techniques and tips in playing
slide guitar.
"If you're a guitarist and you're
interested in playing acoustic blues
there are skills that you're not going
to learn from rock and rollers. Also, I
am going to teach some non-intimidating music theory that guitarists
can make use of," Ainslie said.

ly sick. I began vomiting continuously and couldn't stop. My parents
took me to the hospital and after a
series of tests, they discovered a
tumor on my liver," Brown said.
On Aug. 24, Brown had surgery
in Charlottesville, Va., where he
remained hospitalized until the middle of September.
"In December, I went for a checkup and the tumors had come back,"
Brown said. "My doctor here in
Lynchburg told my family and I
about an experimental chemotherapy treatment that his son (who also
has cancer) had started and how it
had already shrunk his son's tumor
from six sonometers to 3.5. That's
encouraging."

officially compete in.
"It will help our perception,"
Faulconer said. "Perception plays a
big part in debate with the judges.
"I'm really satisfied with this
tournament."
Besides competing in the tournament, Liberty was responsible for
hosting the district finals this year.
"The tournament was organized
very well," said Steve Keller, the
coach from George Washington.
One of his teams came in third; the
other did not place.
"They threw a lot of hard work
into it," he added.
Old Dominion University coach

Fran Hassencahl agreed. "It's a tough
job, but it was done well," she said.
The district tournament site rotates
each year among the "bigger
schools," O'Donnell said. "As
smoothly as things could go here,

Brown went to Texas for the
treatment, which has only been performed on one other patient. Unlike
other chemotherapy treatments,
Brown had a tube inserted into the
main artery on his right side and
chemicals were spread internally
throughout his body. Because of
this advanced technology, Brown 's
hospital stays are shortened.
"I'm on the treatment five days
and off nine to regain my strength.
Every first third and fifth day, I
take a shot of interferon, which
builds the white blood cells in my
immune system," Brown said. "I go
back to Texas on April 4 to determine if the treatment is working —
if my tumor has shrunk."

they went."
The team is now preparing for the
last few matches of the season,
including ADA nationals and NDT
finals. "This is just a stepping
stone," O'Donnell said.
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or last relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we
recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are taxdeferred annuities designed to help build additional
assets — money that can help make the difference
between living and living well alter your working years
are over.

F

Contributions to your SRAs are deducted lrom
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your SRAs
are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.
That can make a big difference in how painful your tax
bill is every year.

Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an on going basis,

Ri;wARDsurro$iooo
school bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION

B

of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University
All calls are confidential.

i

impression on the state's individual
nursing students, as well as on the
state association that presented the
awards, Martin said.
"Students from other schools were
approaching our students with awe
because of our enthusiasm, cohesiveness, et cetera stating that we seem
more like a family than a school,"
she said.
"The students were certainly
aware of the impact their faith and
Christ-like behavior as these other
schools watched (and admired)
everything that we did."

District tourney goes well at Liberty

LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE

HELP MAKIC OUR
CAMPUS SAFE.
582-7611 lv. message
582-7612 investigator

LNSA's winnings did not stop at
awards, however. McElyea was
elected state treasurer, and Jeff
Jackson, also a junior nursing
major, was elected to the position of
Member at Large for the state,
Martin said.
McElyea said he ran for two reasons: "Just to get politically
involved in the state level, to gain
some leadership experience, but
also to bring LU to the forefront.
Liberty has never really been
involved in that level," he said.
Liberty's nursing students made an

Student takes part in experiment

By ANDREW LYONS
"Well it's the worst ol' feeling I
most ever had," sang traditional
blues guitarist and singer Scott
Ainslie as he performed Robert
Johnson's
"Walkin'
Blues
Monday," Feb. 20 in Liberty's Fine
Arts Hall.
Throughout his one-hour performance Ainslie played songs and
demonstrated guitar techniques that
were invented in the 1930s by such
artists as John Jackson, Billy
Holiday and Robert Johnson.
"The opportunity just happened
to come; we were able to bring
Scott in and give the students a
more diversified music experience," said Dr. John Hugo, performance coordinator for the department of music.
Ainslie has performed as a community based artist for more than a
decade and is currently in his fourth
term as a Virginia Visiting Artist.
This means he receives various
state grant monies.
"For some of the groups that come
in, this is the kind of music that generated some of the guitar styles that
they are doing," said Hugo.
Ainslie requested some audience
participation when he described the
African-based blues "call and
response" technique. In the middle
of song, Ainslie stopped and requested the audience to sing back his last
few words. "I needed some help to
show what that musical structure
does, but I can tell you it makes people feel more comfortable to experience it with me," Ainslie said.
As an example of the difference
between jazz and blues, Ainslie
majestically performed Billy
Holiday's jazzy "You Don't Know
What Love Is."
Ainslie also gave bis rendition of
Robert Johnson's classic "Kind
Hearted Women."
"It's the first song that Robert
auditioned with by the accounts that
we have and it's also the first song
that he recorded," said Ainslie.
In describing his 1931 metal bodied, palm tree decorated National
Guitar he said, "I bought that one in
1991 during the Gulf War and it's
probably the only good thing that
came out of that period. I bought it
for $682.50."
With this guitar he demonstrated
the "diddly bow," a slide guitar technique in which he played, on one
suing, "John Henry," a song about "a
black minor and a tunnel digger up
in West Virginia — a major hero."
Junior Shannon Ballard said,

wanted to do something more specific to die community of
Lynchburg," he said.
"We looked at the statistics and
found that 800 to 1,000 women in
the greater Lynchburg area will get
breast cancer."
Adding to LU's box of trophies,
LNSA President Jeffrey Weertman
won the Project In Touch recruitment award and former LNSA
President Lori West won a $400
scholarship from VSNA, the commonwealth's student nurses' association, Martin said.
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traditional annuity, with its guarantees ol principal
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financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
1 800 8-12-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA
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you how much SRAs can lower your taxes.
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Black History Month ends with events of unity
McFarland speaks to
students in convocation

Students
march to
promote
LU unity

an almost tearful request for
Liberty students to live like
Christians ought to behave.
During an interview with the
Liberty Champion, McFarland
talked about social issues that concern black Americans.
He stated "that some blacks are
as prejudiced as some whites are.
"Whites seem to be reaching out.
They just don't know how sometimes. It grieves me that they want
to go overboard and do things they
shouldn't try to win the favor of
blacks," McFarland said.
McFarland also said that he
thinks Black History Month is an
effective
tool
in
educating
Americans of all races about the
accomplishments of the black culture both in America and in other
lands and cultures.
"I think that (Black History
Month) should be held until people
can get together. They're trying to
get together, but what Black
History Month does is it allows
people to understand that blacks
have contributed to the nation."

ByMAINAMWAURA
Champion Reporter
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By M I C H E L E CALLAHAN
Champion Reporter
More than 50 students, staff and
family members began the March
for Unity on Saturday, Feb. 25 in
the senior dorm parking lot. The
marchers rose early to begin the
march at 10 a.m. Several others
joined the group as they marched
on to David's Place.
The purpose of the march is in its
name, according to Assistant Dean
of Men Greg Dowell.
"That is really what it's for. It's
for unity. That really is the purpose." Dowell said. "LU needs to
be more unified: we have a diversity of students. (The March for
Unity) gives every ethnic group an
opportunity to come and interact
and break down barriers."
The students marched behind a
banner, and sang along the way.
Guest speaker Dr. Lonnel
Johnson, assistant professor of
English at Otterbien College in
Westerville, Ohio, addressed the
group at David's Place after the
march. Johnson's speech summed
up the purpose of the walk.
"There is a unifying thread through
the talk," Dowell said. "Students hear

photo by Dave Dershlmer

MARCHING FOR UNITY — More than 50 people gathered to demonstrate unity during
Saturday's march from the senior dorms to David's Place.
how unity is important."
The group was also treated to special music from the Gospel Choir.
Before the march began, the students helped themselves to doughnuts and hot chocolate.
The refreshments m a y have
lured some students there, but the
hot chocolate did help keep everyone warm on a slightly chilly

Saturday morning.
One student marcher hopes that
this march will help alleviate any
racial tension on campus.
"We're a Christian university, and
still there is a little tension. (The
march) shows unity," Rico Reed, a
junior from St. Petersburg, Fla.,
who participated, said.
Meron (Mary) Mengistu, a

LASSIFIEDS
If you would like to run a
CLASSIFIED A D please
call Mrs. Elliott at
582-2128

ALASKA: Christian family
seeks summer helper for home
and small tourism business.
Baby-sitting, cleaning, odd
jobs. Part-time 20-25
hours/week. Room/board and
$100.00 weekly. (907)235-5670.

Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 days S279! Includes 12
meals and 6 parties! Cancun &
Jamaica 7 nights air & hotel from
$429! Panama City 7

Job Opportunity - Camp
Hydaway, a ministry of Thomas
Road Baptist Church, is now
accepting applications for summer
camp counselors, certified lifeguards, bus drivers (age 21; CDL
required), etc. Please call 832-2019
for more information.
CLASSIFIEDS,
GOOD WAY TO SELL.
**SPRING BREAK 95**
America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas, or
Florida! 110% Lowest Price
Guarantee! Organize 15 friends
and TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party schedules!
(800) 95-BREAK

sophomore from Ethiopia, said she
was at the march "to let everybody
know we are united at Liberty. We
stand together."
The students were certainly unified in their purpose for being at the
March. Josephine Kim, a senior
from Seoul, Korea, stated her desire
for unity: "It is a time for everyone
to get together, not to just say we're
one, but to show it."

HIS WORD - PROCESSING Typing, business cards, flyers, certificates, resumes, charts, graphs
and special projects. Equipped
with color scanner, color printer
and many graphics. Call Rex
237-6692.

GUARANTEED LOWEST
PRICES IN THE COUNTRY TO
JAMAICA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE,
BARBADOS. PARTY WITH THE
BEST! ORGANIZE SMALL
GROUP AND TRAVEL FREE!
CALL FOR INFORMATION AND
LOW PRICES. SUNSPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.
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Spaghetti - Choice of 6 Sauces.
Lasagna, Fresh Garden Salads,
Soups, Subs, Chicken,
Jett Juice, Bagels, Fresh Desserts

Little Caesars'
LOOK WHO'S
DELIVERING DINNER!

FEMALE ROOMMATE TO
SHARE: 2 Bdrm. apt. on
Wards Ferry Road.
$175.00/mo + utilities. Ask for
Karin: 237 5357.

• Hoses & Belts
• Cooling System
• Brakes

Computer Diagnostics • ASE and Factory Trained Technicians

7 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!
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239-6850
Leesville Rd. 1/4 mile West
of Waterlick Rd.
Rt. 2, Box 389A
Lynchburg, VA 24501

'Shuttle Service Available *

Your Job skills are
needed now in
Christian service!
Intercrlsto's
Christian Placement Network will
connect you with
job leads that will
change your world
for the better.

LYNCHBURG
Timbrook Square
Wards Road
•— —

Address.
City/State/Zip.
Publication
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w i t h cheese A 2 t o p p i n g *
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$6

Mail this coupon to:

Name

Old Forest Rd
Memorial

— — VALUABLE COUPON <

j LARGE CAESAR FAMILY CHOICE
One Medium Plcascr for you
SINGLE
One Medium Plxze with

or return the coupon below
• Yes! P l e a s e s e n d m e m o r e information o n
I n t e r c r i s t o ' s Christian P l a c e m e n t Network.

239-3333
237-2222

385-6666
528-0808

Delivery Service Available 4pm til dosing. Two dollar service charge on all deliveries.
Five dollar minimum order lor delivery,

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-426-1342

liittnristo
19303 Fremont Ave. N.
Seattle, WA 98133-3800

AND MORE

Graves Mill Shopping Center
Graves Mill Road Side
Forest, VA 24551
(804) 385-4988

Like talking on the phone and
getting paid for it-make full
time wages and part-time
hours. If interested, call 8466084 and ask for George.
EOE

• Tune Ups
• Oil Change
• Alignments
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Call for information about delivery

Get Your Car Ready For
SPRING BREAK '95 at
WEST SIDE AUTOMOTIVE
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Spaghetti

Open 7 Days per Week

nights oceanview

room with kitchen
$129. Daytona
Beach, Key West, &
Cocoa Beach, FL 7
nights from $159!
Spring Break Travel
1-800-678-6386.

In honor of Black History Month,
Alan McFarland, a Liberty graduate,
addressed social issues during convocation, Monday, Feb. 20.
McFarland is a member of LU 2 *
Board of Trustees and is the pastor
of Calvary Evangelical Church, in
Portsmouth, Va. which has a membership of 700. Before McFarland
came 13 years ago, the church had
30 members.
In convocation,
McFarland
talked about the issue of freedom
from sin.
McFarland noted that students at
Liberty University are not immune
from sin and stressed the importance of fleeing temptation.
At the closing of convocation,
McFarland talked about the conversation that he had with his daughter
Regina, an LU student, when she
asked him whether he had been a
virgin when he got married.
He said he had to answer "no,"
but he then used that illustration in
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WORLD
Britain, Ireland approach peace BRIEFS:
Argentina drops
anti-press laws

By MARTIN SIEFF
Washington Times

BELFAST—
Ireland and Great
Britain Wednesday, Feb. 22, published a framework document intended to bring peace to Northern Ireland.
But furious Protestant unionists,
while not rejecting the document
outright, warned they might try to
bring down the British government
if the agreement is pushed through
without addressing their concerns.
The proposals unveiled by British
Prime Minister John Major and Irish
Prime Minister John Bruton in
Belfast seek to reconcile conflicting
claims for self-determination for the
900,000 Protestants who want to
remain linked to Britain and the
600,000 Catholics who support
eventual union with Ireland.
In the framework, which was

reached after two years of negotiations, the Irish government also
agrees to abandon the claim to
Northern Ireland that has been in its
constitution since 1937.
The conflict between extremist
elements in both communities has
cost 3,100 lives over the past quarter-century.
Bruton called the proposals "a
framework for discussions and not a
blueprint to be imposed over the
heads of anyone." He said the 42page document was "balanced and
fair... and threatens nobody."
But the unionists don't agree.
They believe a new authority of
combined Northern and Irish
Republican lawmakers proposed by
the document would open the door
to a gradual unification with
Ireland.
The legislators would coordinate

Here are the main points in the British-Irish
"framework document" released Feb. 22
Q Brifian wilt accept the will of the* majority of the people to determine whether the province remains part of the United Kingdom
or forms part of a united Ireland.
Q Ireland will recognize the legitimacy of whatever constitutional
choice js freely exercised by a majority of the people of Northern
Ireland.
Q Both governemenfs will undertake to protect civil, political, social
and cultural rights.
<3 A parliamentary forum will be set up, made up of members of the
Northern freiar^ assembly and both houses of the Irish
parliament, to consider matters of mutual interest
Q A standing intergovernmental conference will be created to consider matters of mutual interest, but not those transferred to the
new political institutions.
Q A north-south body will be set up with elected representatives
from, and accountable to, a new Northern Ireland assembly and
the Irish Parlaiment.

BUENOS AIRES — Argentina shelved a package of proposed libel
laws Thursday that could have hit erring reporters with penalties as
strong as those given for torture.
Justice Minister Rodolfo Barra anounced that the package, dubbed
"the gag law" by critics, would be set aside for study by a panel seeking
revision of the entire criminal code.
The decision was announced one day after an editorial in the New
York Times condemned the measures as undemocratic.
"The New York Times editorial appeared very opportunely," Hector
D'Amato, editor of the weekly news magazine Noticias, told Reuters
news agency.
"The person who thought up these laws thinks we live in an island.
Laws like that are unthinkable if we're not living in the 19th century."
But D'Amato, whose magazine has clashed repeatedly with the government in recent months, warned that officials still might try to introduce new measures against the press.

"We see this document leaning
very heavily to the nationalist agenda," Jeffrey Donaldson, secretary of
the Official Unionist Party, the
largest political body in the majority
Protestant community, said at a
Washington news conference.
Donaldson and other Protestants
said they would not reject the document without a careful study, but
warned they would join a no-confidence vote against the major government if their concerns were not
addressed.
"We will support the government
as long as it supports the best interests of the United Kingdom and
Northern Ireland in particular....
(But) there are points beyond which
we will not go," said the Rev. Martin
Smyth, an official Unionist Party
member of parliament.
Sinn Fein officials have stayed
quiet on the document, saying they
would not formally comment until
after their annual conference in
Dublin this weekend.

Irish Republic and Northern Ireland
policies on issues such as tourism,
agriculture and European Union
subsidies.
Major said the new authority
should draw its members from the
Irish parliament in Dublin and from
a proposed new Northern Ireland
Assembly of 90 members.
But the Rev. Ian Paisley, a hardline Protestant leader, warned
Major that unionists "will break this
conspiracy you have hatched
against them."
The Protestants also are angry
Britain has pledged to amend its
laws claiming the exclusive right to
govern Northern Ireland, leaving
its people fee to join a united
Ireland if they wished. The unionists see this as a crucial repudiation
of their constitutional link with
Britain.
The Protestants also fear the document leaves the nationalist Irish
Republican Army free to abandon
the cease-fire it declared Sept. 1.

World War II truck
found in desert, starts
CAIRO — A British army truck whose driver lost his way during the
1942 World War II battle of El Alamein against German and Italian
forces has been found intact and in running condition, the Egyptian
army reported.
The supply truck was found in wasteland more than 1,300 miles from
Alamein. Soldiers had to battle a large number of snakes, which were
using the car as a nesting area.
"The engine worked after we cleaned it, and the tires were in good
condition, too, because they used to make them in those days from natural rubber before the advent of synthetics," said Brig. Gen. Tariq al
Hariri.
"We felt that a part of history was moving when the car started up," he
said. The truck will be exhibited in the Alamein War Museum.
Several empty cans of powdered milk carried the manufacture date of
Oct. 26, 1941, and the advertisement, "Use this brand to become the
strongest."

Large brain bank lacks funds,
may have to shut its doors

Scientists try shocking research
attracts lightning," says one of the
researchers, Professor Martin Uman
of the University of Florida.
They're also investigating possible
ways to use lasers to control, and perhaps lessen, the threat of lightning —
huge aerial electrical sparks that kill
hundreds of people each year.
Lightning also causes more than
$100 million damage annually to
U.S. electrical grids, according to
the driving force behind lightning
research, the development company
Electric Power Research Institute of
Palo Alto, Calif.
The institute funds lightning
research by scientists at a quartermile-long model power line in
Camp Landing, Fla. Lightning
research is ideal in the moist, warm
atmosphere where summer skies
routinely flicker and thunder.
The model was built in 1993 for
about $1 million by Power
Technologies Inc. of Schenectady,

By KEAY DAVIDSON
Washington Times

If Ben Franklin could see what'
they've done with his idea, he'd be,
well, electrified.
In an act that 18th century preachers would have blasted as blasphemy, scientists are manipulating
lightning bolts. They're using small
rockets to tug long wires into thunderstorms — wires that direct lightning toward specific targets, such as
models of power lines.
This isn't high-tech vandalism.
Rather, the scientists hope the
resulting damage — fried cables,
shattered transformers, vaporized
circuits — will reveal ways to protect the electrical grids that distribute energy throughout the country.
By launching the rocket-towed
wire, "you are, in effect, erecting a
tall building in a fraction of a second. And like a tall building, it

BEUING — Talks between the
United States and China over protection of U.S. copyrights continued past Saturday's midnight deadline as both sides said bargaining
sessions had been productive.
U.S. Trade Representative
Mickey Kantor will hold a news
conference in Washington this
afternoon to discuss the results of
the marathon negotiations in
Beijing and whether U.S. and
Chinese officials have been able to
come to terms on how to stop rampant piracy of patents, copyrights
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TORONTO - Dozens of Canadian Mounties and Secret Service agents
were guarding the Clintons at an Ottawa luncheon. A helicopter circled
overhead. But no one, apparently, was keeping an eye on the presidential limousine.
Despite the tight security Friday, it was spectators outside the restaurant who noticed a woman walk by the limo and steal its magnetic presidential seal.
The woman had already walked clear of the crowd-control barricade
when embarrassed agents suddenly grabbed their weapons bags and
headed toward her, said Toronto Sun reporter Joe Warmington, who was
in the crowd.
She reluctantly handed over the seal, and the Mounties took her name
and let her go.
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Presidential seal nearly stolen
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and trademarks in China.
"The current round of talks has
been conducted in an earnest and
pragmatic way and common understanding has been reached in some
aspects," a Chinese negotiator told
the official Xinhua news agency
Saturday.
Deputy U.S. Trade Representative Charlene Barshefsky described
the meetings as "productive and
cordial," according to Hong Kong's
ATV WorldNews. She said that lowlevel meetings would continue well
into the evening.

As.

the strands around the cable were
burned away. This was a surprise to
everyone," Bernstein says.
The lesson: Underground cables
may need better protection, maybe
insulation.
Scientists still debate exactly how
lightning forms. They agree that
somehow positive and negative
electric charges are segregated within and around dark, mountainous,
rain-whipped cumulonimbus clouds
— thunderstorm clouds.
Eventually the charges reunite
with a blinding flash. It's a giant
version of the electric spark anyone
can create on a cold, dry day by
shuffling across a thick carpet, then
touching a doorknob.
The touch creates a mild shock,
but a lightning bolt - typically an
inch wide and hundreds or thousands of feet long - may be as hot as
100,000 degrees Fahrenheit, or 10
times as hot as the sun's surface.

N.Y. The model is used strictly as a
target for rocket-triggered lightning,
and is not connected to a commercial power grid.
Lightning is blamed for everything
from utility outages to building and
forest fires. An eerie relic of its fury
is in Ralph Bernstein's office at the
institute. It's a "fulgarite," a slab of
soil struck by lightning. The bolt shot
through the ground, melted the sand
and created thin, tubular channels
with glassy walls.
Those channels have helped
Bernstein and his colleagues understand why lightning can cause unexpected damage to buried power
cables. They had assumed a bolt
would dissipate harmlessly into the
ground. In reality, the subterranean
bolt travels through the thin, glassy
channels toward targets such as
cables — as surely as atmospheric
bolts seek out golfers.
Three feet underground, "some of

China tariff talks hopeful

TORONTO — North America's biggest brain bank could go bust.
Without a $150,000 Canadian ($107,000 U.S.) life line, the Canadian
Brain Tissue Bank in Toronto may be forced to close and give away its collection of more than 1,300 brains, neurological researchers said last
Tuesday.
"We're in trouble," said the bank's executive director, Anneue Dukszta
Dukszta said the bank may offer its collection of brains and their
accompanying medical files to individual researchers rather than let
them rot.
The brains are used for research into afflictions such as schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and epilepsy.
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Student concerns lost
amid SGA restructuring
We're sure we voted in some officers and that some senators volunteered (or were volunteered), nut where are the actions and bills that we
expect of SGA? Apparehtly, efforts to improve the organization have
superceded the need lor hills affecting the student body;
The most significant bill passed last semester (front the students'
point of view) concerned parking. The bill relegates freshmen to park in
the outermost parking lots in an effort to secure some reasonable parking for upperclassmen. However, safety was an unresolved issue when
the bill passed through Senate. The controversial bill currently is making its way thrrjugh the different offices of the administration.
According to SOA officials, it appears the bill will pass.
Student Government President Matt McMurray said that if the bill
does pass* safety concerns will most assuredly be addressed. While this
is an appreciated effort, in reality it should have been finally hashed out
the first time around.
The point is that this unfinished bill is the high water mark of the
year so far. Sure, there were some other bills — casual clothing in the
cpsetia (vetoed), and &at back enhance bill (mysteriously disappeared). And there was a pggle that mainly applied to SGA and its
Student Court
Of course, it is only fair to note that a major goal of SGA this year
has been the restrucmring of Senate and the SGA Constitution. Vice
President AndyPedersbit McMurray and other involved officers are to
be commended for trying to raise the quality of bills presented, and the
quality of SGA in general.
But why should this preclude the issuing of bills that are of interest
to the majority of Liberty students? Getting a house in order is good, hut
the house's fiihctioh (in this case, the function is serving the student
body) cannot be ignored
Commonsense dictates that frivolous action is not an antidote for
little action. On the other Jtandv if Senate wants to appear relevant to the
rest of the students, it heeds to buckle down.

Spring Break is a chance
to line up summer Jobs
Spring break. Job-hunting. The two don't seem to go together. But
the truth of the matter is that spring break is the time when ail wise students get the jump on their more sluggish counterparts.
Spring break is a great time to relax, but summer — and the need to
work— still approaches all the same, Unfortunately, waiting until the
end of the semester to start looking for a job is usually too late, A good
bet would be on the odds mat many, even most, of you know this already
through experience.
Employers are impressed by the initiative; this shows, and it gives
students the ability to really relax, knowing what they will be doing dur>
ing summer break.
Spdng break is also a prime time to be looking into internships. Most
graduates will tell you that internships are a key to getting started on a
career; and the more internships tbe morrier. Even if you are a sophomore or junior* don*t hesitate if an internship opportunity opens up.
Likewise, Spring break is a good time for seniors to begin interviewing for |pbs m the infamous real world.
We know Jbti$ sounds like a Tom inkei column, hut the truth of the
matter is that the break is indeed the single best time of the second
semester to line up your summer job/imerjoshjf/eaieer for the summer,
So enjoy your break; but make good use of it as weH.
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'Pro-life'
t e r m is PR
tool itself
D

uring the past couple of weeks, several members of the campus group
Students Active Against Abortion have
approached me and other staff members of
this newspaper about our use of the term
anti-abortion.
They and similar groups feel that we
should refer to them as pro-life.
I feel that an explanation is in order.
The
Champion
follows
certain
news styles of writing. We follow the
Associated Press
stylebook, which
says mat when
referring to groups
who lobby for a
particular side of SHANNON D.
the abortion issue, HARRINGTON
to call them either
anti-abortion or abortion rights advocates.
And these are the terms we have used so
far in this newspaper.
This is not a reflection of the
Champion's view on the issue, nor is it
meant as a slant The terminology is strictly an unbiased way of classifying the two
ibertarians seem to be making great be guilty of sin; all they would have to do is groups. Each issue has a point and counstrides among conservatives these not believe in certain morals and they terpoint It just so happens that the pro-life
days. While they claim several tempting would be innocent Obviously, this is not, lobbyists are the counterpoint to the abortion issue.
benefits with that type of government, there and cannot be, reality.
are some sticky points with which I have a
But to me, the entire issue seems not to
I have taken the long way around to show
hard time dealing. Basically, I object on two that if Christians really believe their moral be who is the pro and who is the con.
points: one philosophical and one practical. code isright— in fact the onlyrightway — Rather, defining abortion groups is becomAs I understand the argument, under a then they will not stand to see absolute ing more of a public relations tool. A numlibertarian government people would be immorality flaunted in front of them.
ber of variations could be used to describe
free to do as they please as long as their
Libertarians probably would agree with activists of the abortion issue.
actions do not negatively affect others. this. However, they would limit their moral
The simple fact that SAAA wants to be
When this applies to morality, murder is work to the church's exhortations. But if called pro-life instead of anti-abortion
forbidden but, if I am correct, incest would Christians are members of a given society, shows that it is in fact seeking a more posnot be, as long as both child and
why not use the governmental itive image.
parent are consenting. Drug use
arena to act on their beliefs as
But when you examine the two terms,
would be allowed, and any resultwell? Remember, libertarians they virtually say the same thing.
ing crimes would be dealt with
enforce their morals in governIn fact the term pro-life could even be
after the fact.
ment, too; they just enforce a litde deceiving. Anyone could interpret
fewer of them (actually, only pro-life as meaning anti-death penalty or
Obviously, libertarians do not
plan on enforcing a strictly
one). Whether government later anti-euthanasia. "Anti-abortion'/y'focuses
Christian view of morality. But on
outlaws Christianity is ultimate- exactly on what particular issue is at
what do the libertarians base their
ly irrelevant; the fight for good question.
code of morality, namely, "do not MAKK
should always be waged, in
The Champion recently published a lethurt others"? After all, rights and HASKEW
every situation.
ter to the editor that SAAA or any pro-life
morals of men must be based on • • • • • •• • • •
Libertarianism seems to be a organization did not need public relations,
some final, absolute decree of authority, system designed for those who do not favor assuming that it is irrelevant. But the fact
like the Bible or, with amoral statutes, the one particular moral system. Christians do that the organization took the time to write
Constitution. Even the inalienable rights in not have that option.
such a letter shows that it needs public
the Declaration of Independence were seen
I also have problems with libertarianism relations.
as being endowed by "our Creator."
on some practical notes. Libertarians would
Public relations is not a bad concept In
ApparenUy the libertarian base of morals limit government to national defense, fact in this information society, I would
and rights is an arbitrary judgment. In other police work and setting official weights and say that a majority of organizations,
words, who says one person cannot not hurt measures. Yet there seems to be some areas businesses and groups could use good
another? What final authority is mat based of the public interest where government public relations.
on? If someone appeals to the Bible, then would do the better job over disparate priAnd with the recent violent incidents
that opens the door to forbidding other vate interests.
happening in the name of the pro-life
immoral activity like incest.
Among these are protection against movement, anti-abortionists need now
This leads me directly to the thought that fraud, building and maintaining roads and more than ever to push their agenda.
libertarians are ill at ease when associating infrastructure, developing a logical pattern
But, the name of a group should not be
with Christianity. As I see it, if one sub- of growth for a city, broadcast regulation, the focus when you arefightingfor a parscribes to Christianity and is intellectually and medicine testing. I don't have the space ticular issue. Good public relations starts
honest, he subscribes to its moral system as to detail each scenario, but some thought with pushing your agenda and not somewell. Christians have an intact moral code.
reveals situations like these where die mar- thing petty like a name.
What's more, this moral code applies to ketplace would not be effective in providSAAA and other anti-abortion activists
every person on the planet, whether they ing for a state's citizenry.
on our campus should be commended for
believe it or not. If a person says that
Certainly, governmental power should the positive role they play in the anti-aborChristian morals are right, he must also say be limited to what is necessary. tion community. But, the focus should
they are right for everyone, not just those Libertarianism, however, simply carries remain on the issue and not get caught in
who believe them. Otherwise, no one would that principle too far.
the name game.

Libertarianism's ideals
don't fit Christian mores
L

EP

Liberty Champion Policies
The Liberty Champion encourages
members of the community to submit letters to the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing
in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent the views of the Champion's editorial board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear
the endorsement of the author, solely.
All material submitted becomes the property of the Liberty Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
reject, or edit any letter received, according
to the Champion stylebook and taste. The
deadline lor letters is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Hditor, the
Champion" and drop tiiem off in 1)11 113
or mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.

Final responsibility for campus crime
prevention lies with student body
ampus crime matters. One in five
college women are sexually assaulted each year. Thirty students a year are murdered by their peers, and literally thousands
upon thousands more are assaulted violently. More man 30,000 documented cases of
theft and robbery are reported annually. A
student's chances of being affected by a
campus crime over four years are
dismaying.
Campus crime matters, even to
a Liberty student
Reports generated by the federal government cite four major
factors in the bulk of reported
campus crime. As we look at
mem, notice mat each of the factors deals with a critical relation- TOM
ship. Ask yourself if Liberty INKEL
University and you are dealing
properly widi that issue. If not, you could be
looking at a potential crime.
One factor is die community in which the
college is situated. The location has a powerful effect on campus, both in type and
amount of crime. Liberty counters this with
an inherendy strong counter-influence, but
the relationship still remains an issue. For

C

students: do our actions identify us more
with LU or the city outside? An easy way to
identify students of the latter type is to note
those who insist on referring to anything
not on Liberty Mountain as "the real
world." Beware.
Secondly, campus organization plays an
obvious and critical role. Unstructured colleges usually suffer from lack of
control over crime rales and
unpredictable, strong-willed students. Again, Liberty takes a
strong and often-unappreciated
stance in dealing with mis factor.
Some important differences
are the restriction of male presence in the female dorms, modest dress codes, curfews, and
especially the anti-alcohol rules.
Each of these rules and standards
cuts directly to the heart of problem areas
other colleges must face.
Before you complain next Ume, think of
such statistics as the fact that 90 percent of
all campus rapes and 93 percent of all violent crimes are alcohol-related. These rules
are defended by common sense as well as
Christian ediic.

Statistically, the single biggest factor in
campus crime is that of police presence.
Schools with limited or weak police forces
are marked by significantly higher crime
rates. Liberty Emergency Services keeps a
very high profile on campus.a profile from
which students (unwillingly?) benefit. For
us, the issue is one of respect. Only the
unrighteous fear authority.
Finally, the category that Liberty cannot
fully control: the students. The administration can not force students to adhere to its
policies while off-campus. Rebellious students can stir up resenunent drive away
others, and damage school standing.
This is where die rubber meets the road.
We are the weak link in the chain. Only by
our whole-hearted commiunent to the law
are our peers and property safe.
If you see someone committing a crime,
no matter how petty, don't let it pass. A
criminal or vandal on campus makes a
mockery of our testimony to die world, our
rules and standards, and our Christian faith.
Even the smallest crime, whether it be vandalism or littering, tells worlds about us.
Don't be an accomplice. Campus crime
matters: especially to a Liberty student.

T^day^ebruM^g^l^S
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COMMENTARY
Art remains in bounds
for creative Christians
By SARAH PARSHALL
Champion Reporter

\JU hat would life, devoid of
™ » artistic expression, be like
without the swelling crescendo of
a Beethoven sonata, the rainbow of
hues in a Monet, the soaring leaps
accompanying a Tchaikovsky ballet, or the impeccable pentameter
of a Shakespearean sonnet? Thank
goodness mankind has never
known life without art.
But what is the relationship
between the modern Christian and
a culture in which artistic expression has become anything but
sacred? Are we, while called to be
separate from the world, called to
be separate from its various art
forms as well?
In a word, no.
As God created the universe,
with all its planets and inhabitants,
"ex nihilo" out of the darkness of
an empty void, so we, in our similar nature, sweep strokes, move
limbs and pen notes that become
art from the nothingness of an

empty canvas or blank staff. We are
the product of a creative God!
Mankind exists in a sensory culture
and as such, will always be striving
for better, more efficient and more
beautiful ways to communicate and
express himself.
In fact, this artistic nature of ours
is so integral, that Yale University
professor Paul Weiss said, "If man
is a creature of God he evidently
was created to create. In nothing
else does [he] so closely resemble
the Creator in whose image he is
supposed to have been made, than
in an artistic enterprise, making a
world which never was before."
Not only are the arts a part of our
Christian nature, they are a part of
our heritage. At one time all major
forms of art and music in Western
culture were tied to the church and
to Christian experience.
The overwhelming majority of
Renaissance music, painting, sculpture and architecture centered on
religious subjects. Yet this preoccupation led to such now-antiquated
notions like a major third in music

being too sensual for the God-fearing listener to experience.
It is this myopic mentality that
has sent some Christians running to
their local school boards and town
halls to ban books like "Tom
Sawyer" or sculptures like
Michaelangelo's naked "David."
While this author is not belittling
the concept of artistic censorship
(can it be argued that Robert
Mapplethorpe claims any artistic
integrity?), the extremist perspective on separation is what leads
some believers to turn a blind eye
to all the arts. Disavowing the arts
and literature does our children a
great injustice.
While debate rages on what constitutes art, it has been proven
through history and personality, that
Christians are artists, musicians,
dancers and actors who can feel as
deeply and express as emotionally
as the next man. Where, then, is
the difficulty?
The problem resides in the fact
that Christians are part of a minority whose beliefs, while they might

have sparked debate 20 years ago,
are now openly scoffed at in the
days of Generation X. So, as in
everything else, the task of the
Christian is to be in the world, but
not of it.
Artists of faith need to practice
their expression without the morals
of a fallen culture, regardless of

ridicule or opposition.
But if the Christian "sells out,"
the consequences could be disastrous — the arts claim one of the
greatest avenues of human ideals in
the contemporary culture, and false
religion can become the religion of
the masses through the genius of
society's artists.

So this is an admonition of sorts
to the adults of this generation,
and the children of the next, that
they hold fast to their ideals in a
pagan land, so that their children
can mature in a society where they
have the freedom to weep, chuckle, pine and rage because of a
landscape, a drama, or a song.

Churches fail to meet
world's practical needs
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Champion Reporter

As Clinton backs Foster,
he digs his own grave
By SARAH PARSHALL
Champion Reporter

W

ell, it looks like President
Clinton is digging his own
grave — again.
As if the antics and rhetoric of
former condom-toting, "pro-lifers
have a love affair with the fetus"
Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders
weren't enough for the common
American to stomach, why should
America gasp in disbelief?
After all, Clinton wears the
political version of the coat of
many colors; one minute he can
ride the moderation mean with the
best of them. The next, well, he can
nominate Henry Foster Jr. to the
position of surgeon general. A
favorite pastime of his seems to be
pulling the tails of conservatives
everywhere.
Yet, instead of breaking the political mold associated with the
Democrats, Clinton chose conformity. Clinton bowed to the desires
of liberals with pro-choice positions to serve in positions of national power.
In a move that has set off smoke
alarms in the Capitol, he nominated
a man with a controversial past to
till Elders' position.
A man, who, America discovers,
can't quite remember exactly how
many abortions he has performed.
This is not the kind of man who
is going to serve as the posterboy
for a no smoking campaign.
Like his predecessor, Foster will

is

undoubtedly use his position to
proselytize and prevaricate. Why?
Because his Commander-inChief's track record, in regards
to nomination, leaves much to be
desired.
Need America be reminded that
it finally took Elders' advocacy of
kindergarten instruction on masturbation to send her packing?
New Hampshire's Union Leader
published an editorial that summarized Clinton's dilemma, and its
(hopeful) demise: "Relatively few
doctors perform abortions, but
Clinton calculatingly chose one
who did, which information the
White House initially withheld
from Congress... .Given Clinton's
duplicity and all that is now known
about Dr. Foster, the nomination
should have as much chance of survival in a Republican Senate as a
fetus in an abortuary." Let's hope.
The Boston Herald went on to
add, "Clinton has an astounding
capacity for not learning from his
mistakes... What this nation really
doesn't need is another causisl who
will use the surgeon general's
office to promote his position on
divisive questions. Public health

l^J ewt Gingrich and his repeat^ ed touting of the "Boy's
Town" movie has been under sharp
criticism. Probably never since the
days of Ronald Reagan has a politician been under such scrutiny for
equating social conditions with
the cinema.
Gingrich has opened a dialogue
that bears further investigation, but
he misses the point of both the
movie and the problem confronting
our social system.
The turn of the century brought a
boom of textile and manufacturing
jobs: particularly in the southern
New England states, and with it
multitudes of Irish, Italian and
French-Canadian immigrants to
fill the thousands of jobs produced
by the economic boom.
An interesting phenomenon took
place during this time, the significance of which is often overlooked
by historians, but whose legacy is
visible still today.
When thousands of its parishioners began immigrating to the
United States, the Catholic church
sent with them priests to look after
the flock, build churches and provide places of worship.
Obvious theological differences
aside, one cannot help but admire
the Roman Catholic Church for
accomplishing the task of "feeding
its flock" during this time.
Feeding? In what way? Visit a
southern New England "mill town"
and you will be surprised to find
huge Catholic churches, schools,
recreation facilities and orphanages

should transcend politics Pity
Clinton can't see this."
Even Democrats have expressed
something beyond concern at the
President's choice for the next surgeon general. Sen. Joseph Biden of
Delaware has stated that the nomination was a "political blunder in
the extreme," and later said that
"I'm not going to vote for a nominee where no deep thought was
given before the nomination was
sent up."
So, Clinton has found himself in
another political comer, with no
visible means of escape, and can
add the frustrations of the Foster
nomination to Whitewater, Paula
Jones, health reform, Vince Foster,
gays in the military....
Clinton has asserted that he's
"going to stick with (Foster)," as if
this entitles him to some noble,
heroic accolade.
But if Clinton does anything
other than support his nominee, he
will appear to be admitting to his
mistakes. Since the Clinton administration has a history of hiding,
misleading and obfuscating, the
truth (especially in the admittance
Of failure) may have (he effect of a
white mouse in a crowded elephant
pen.
Foster
told
the George
Washington University Medical
School he was "standing strong" in
the "tight of (his) life."
Unfortunately, Henry, it may take
more than a pair of strong legs to
win this battle.

"The Church (all
denominations) has
become so enraptured
in its own existence
that practical
need-fillinghas
been reduced to the
proverbial crumbs
from the table."
used to edify, house, clothe and feed
its parishioners during this time.
In fact, unlike its southern and
western counterparts, the vast
majority of private schools in the
New England states had Roman
Catholic origins.
Where does this lead? The simple fact is that the Church, at that
time, took care of its parishioners in
a practical sense: feeding, clothing,
and providing youth care (in school
and recreation). Church leaders
were fatherfiguresto the fatherless,
and stern nuns staffed orphanages,
providing discipline and (gasp) corporal punishment when needed.
Presently, the morally sterile government hands out checks to citizens, and provides no means for
breaking out of the welfare cycle,
let alone provide discipline to
fatherless children.
The government must do this to
supplement efforts from the church
which are, in comparison, token at
best. The Church (all denominations included) has become so
enraptured in its own existence and
embroiled in its own bureaucracy,
that practical need-filling has been

reduced to the proverbial crumbs
from the table; mere tricklings after
other expenditures.
Last fall I had the opportunity to
be on a ministry team from my
home church which helped a sister
church in the heart of Spanish
Harlem, New York City.
There, it's evident the vacuum
that has developed when the church
has been absent. Fatherless children join gangs in a search for love
and belonging, while back in the
Bible belt, important issues are
debated such as dispensationalism
and whether or not the passage
"help the fatherless" includes
children of divorced, not widowed, parents.
This church's approach to evangelism was different than any I
have seen.
Yes, there were singing and
drama teams (though one of our
impeccably coifed and groomed
groups might not have fared well
there). Yes, there was pulpitpounding preaching. But along
with the typical evangelistic service was a practical serving of the
people. Anyone coming off the
street to attend a meeting was given
food, shelter and whatever else the
church could do within its power.
Amazing! Perhaps if more of the
money, resources and manpower
wasted in the institutional church
on politics and bureaucracies
could be harnessed for this purpose, the welfare state could be
abolished, children would be raised
with discipline and physical nourishment and the government could
shrink back to Washington where
it belongs.

Christians often unknowingly
use the Lord's name in vain
What a privilege to exalt God the
EDITOR:
One of God's great command- Father and His Son, the Lord Jesus
ments is recorded in Ex. 20:7: Christ! 1 praise God for the Christexalting message a few Sundays
"Thou shalt not take the name of
the Lord Thy God in vain; for the ago by Dr. E. V. Hill regarding
Lord will not hold him guiltless "The Name of Jesus."
Then our pastor, Dr. Falwell, on
that laketh His name in vain."
God's name is to be held in high the next Sunday morning, greatly
respect, for "holy and reverend is lifted up God's Son in his sermon
about the deity of Christ. Jesus
His name." (Psalms 111:9b)
Everyone should do as the Christ is most worthy to be praised
Psalmist encouraged: "O magnify — as Paul reminds us in
the Lord with me and let us exalt Philippians 2:9, 10: "Wherefore
His name together." (Psalms 34:3); God also hath highly exalted Him,
"Sing unto die Lord, bless His and given Hun a name which is
name; show forth his salvation above every name; that at the
from day to day." (Psalms 96:2); name of Jesus every knee should
"Bless die Lord, O my soul, and all bow. . . ."
Let all of us guard our lips and
that is widiin me bless His holy
make sure that we reverence the
name." (Psalms 103:1)

holy names of our God. Many
Christians don't realize that God's
name is taken in vain when diey
spout forth such phrases as,
"Good Lord!," "My God!," "Oh
my God!," carelessly voicing
such expressions during an experience that erupts suddenly.
God's name is taken in vain
when there is joking around in
songs and hymns where the
names of God appear. May (iod
help us to proclaim, "Worthy is
the Lamb that was slain to receive
power, riches, wisdom, strength,
honor, glory and blessing"
(Revelation 5:12).
JOHNNY HUNTON
Head Baseball C o a c h
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The lost art
of public
humiliation

DifferentVlSIONS

H

ello class and welcome to this
evening's seminar "How To
Humiliate Yourself In Front of Important
Public Figures: An Overview." At the
end of this seminar, you will be welltrained in the art of public humiliation,
equipped with all the knowledge necessary to look like a complete waste of
skin in front of an admired public figure.
This weekend I attended a journalism
conference in Virginia Beach, Va. It was
here that I gained extensive experience
in the area of public disgrace, which I
will share with you today.
THE TRIVIAL SOCIAL MISHAP: Working
my way through the breakfast buffet, I
noticed that the hotel had placed these
nifty little saucer-like cups beside the
plates. And — get this. They were clean.
Ooo. Was I impressed. I mean, at
Marriott I consider it a successful meal if
the lipstick already smeared on my glass
of choice matches my outfit for the day.
So there I was, gleefully enjoying the
Maybelline-free environment, when I
realized I was drinking my juice out of a
cereal bowl. In front of my friends. In
front of potential employers. In front of
the make-sure-no-one-sticks-the-maplesyrup-ladle-in-the-sausage-gravy-bowl
buffet maintenance guy. I felt like a
walking faux pas.
ADVANCED HUMILIATION: One

of

our

keynote speakers this weekend was Cal
Thomas, a nationally syndicated newspaper columnist, known for ripping the
liberal political agenda to shreds with
just a few typed words. Well, he was just
sitting there waiting to be introduced,
and I was just sitting there making
sketches of prototype drinking glasses
that can also double as perfectly usable
cereal bowls, when suddenly a camera
was thrust into my hands.
"We need a picture of Cal Thomas for
the Champion," someone said.
Seasoned reporter that I am, always in
brazen pursuit of The Story, replied,
"No! I don't wanna. You do it." But I
was anointed.
I made my way over to Mr. Thomas,
bravely trying to motivate myself with
the thought of (dramatic pause) a photo
credit in the Champion. "Mr. Thomas,
may I take a picture of you for our university paper?" Pretty smooth, huh?
"Sure," he replied kindly. "But first
you have to tell me who you are."
Caught off guard by the question, I
just kind of stood there, opening and
closing my mouth like a bluegill flung
ashore. I muttered something — it's all
a blur now — and proceeded to take the
picture. Click.
"It didn't flash," Cal Thomas said,
smiling.
"Oh," was my dazzling reply. I
checked the flash and took the picture
again. Click.
"It still didn't flash," Mr. Thomas said,
his smile looking a little forced this time.
"I'm a writer, not a photographer!" I
whimpered pathetically. By this time the
ballroom was packed with conservative
Christians who were at that very moment
asking the Lord to heal my camera. He
must have heard, because as soon as
someone else took the picture, it worked
just fine. The conservatives erupted into
thunderous applause, and Cal breathed
an audible sigh of relief.
I slumped back to my seat, having
learned two lessons. 1.) When in a very
public place, use equipment that you're
pretty sure won't work when you touch
it. 2.) Be sure to inconvenience any
innocent bystanders in the process.

Students
give Bible
studies a
new twist
By ANNE CLAY
Champion Reporter

T

here's something for almost everyone when it comes to on-campus
Bible studies, and that is a result of
the hard work of a few students who saw
various needs and tried to meet them. Their
often-overlooked efforts have served as an
encouragement to many.
On Tuesday nights, for example, 10 to
20 girls gather in Dorm 28-2 for a small
group study on Becoming a Woman of
Purpose, while a larger group of guys and
girls collect in DeMoss 161 for music,
drama, and sharing during Student Shine.
Each Bible study offers something different and tries to meet different needs,
although the group leaders agree that their
ultimate purpose is the same — to encourage students in their walk with the Lord.
"Our goal is to minister and encourage
people," Justin Ritchie, one of the founders
of Student Shine explained, "We just wanted a time to praise the Lord."
Carla Browning and Stephanie Long, coleaders of the girls' study in dorm 28, agree.
"We always want to be maturing in our
walk with Christ," Stephanie said. "It is a
time of encouragement for the girls."
What makes the groups unique, though,
is their emphasis and organization.
Stephanie and Carla, SLDs, began holding
weekly meetings during the fall semester to
challenge the girls to follow the example of
Christ and then to be examples for others to
follow. That flowed naturally into the topic
for the spring semester — learning about
God's purposes for life. "We will fill OUR
purpose in life by looking to God to find
HIS purposes in our lives" Carla explained.
"We all have the same goal — God's purpose — but different visions. God uses
...(us) in different ways."
The small group setting has worked well
because it is a more comfortable environment for sharing. Sometimes students may
feel lost in a big service, especially if they
come from a small church. "They enjoy

Same Goal

sharing what they've
group by the students
"We always want to be
learned," Stephanie
and for the students,"
said. "In a big setting maturing in our walk with James Bullock, one of
they can't do that."
the founders, said,
Christ."
For students interemphasizing
that
—Stephanie Long Student Shine is NOT
ested in sharing their
talents in thefieldsof
Student Leader intended as a replacemusic, drama, etc.
i
^
_ ^ ^ _ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ment for campus
the larger Student Shine provides an oppor- church services.
tunity for that. Started last fall, this Bible
"What a powerful message can be carried
study is designed so that students can be throughout campus by (students) listening
involved in music, skits, and "anything that to their peers give public professions of
anybody wants to do for us" Justin said,.
faith, determination, hope and love in Jesus
"I wanted to start a praise and worship Christ."

File photos

Clockwise Top:
A student leads
other Shine
members in
worship.
Bottom right
and left:
Students use
entertainment
to get their
message across
to the audience.

"Everybody has a chance to be
involved." Justin said. "Everybody ministers to everybody. We want to make it as
diverse as we can, each week have something new."
Both Student Shine and the Becoming a
Woman of Purpose study groups have been
a success, in part a result of the dedication
and hard work of the leaders in their effort
to meet the different needs of the LU student body.
"The Lord has really blessed it." Justin
concluded, "We're just thankful for what
He's done."

Help the world embrace God once again
~\7 ou know, I
-*• can't get on
public transportation without hearing
curse words, filthy
communication or
corrupt
speech
nowadays.
For
instance, a good
friend and I went to N E L S O N

^ S - H D ; C i CHAPMAN
for the Presidential
Inauguration
coupie
of years aago
andI^HHHMHMH
were on a subway.
Whileridinginto the Capital, we overheard
a woman talking with her friend about her
boyfriend that her other boyfriend didn't
know about, which her husband had no clue
about!
Yes, we live in a rebellious society.

God is telling his prophet that as you proEverywhere we turn, sexual immorality,
lying, stealing, coveting, killing, and blas- claim, "Thus saith the Lord God," do not be
a hypocrite acting like those you are in the
phemy is there.
America has rejected the Bible and the midst of. How true of us! God has called us
God of the Bible. So what are to do in this out of the world to be His own.
I believe we can glean three observations
society that does not follow what the Lord
wants or says? Well, we must look to from Ezekiel 2:8 about effective witnessing
Scripture for guidance. We must look for an in our society. The first is that we are to be
sensitive living servants. Are we really senexample in Scripture for aid.
Ezekiel was a man called of God to a sitive to what God says? We often pray,
rebellious nation. Throughout Ezekiel 2 we "Bless me Lord! Bless me Lord!" We
see God calling the house of Israel a rebel- should be praying, "God make me sensitive
lious house. God tells Ezekiel to keep min- to your tears and compassion for this
istering whether the people (his ministry world." Do we search the Scripture to listen
was to those in Babylon) listen or not. to God or do we just look for sermons,
Then, in verse eight of this chapter God says Bible lessons, or nice devotionals?
Second, you must be a separate living
to Ezekiel, "But thou, son of man, hear what
I say unto thee; Be not rebellious like that servant. "Be not thou rebellious like that
rebellious house: open thy mouth, and eat rebellious house..." We must be separated
from this world! Second Corinthians 6:17
that I give thee."

says to "be ye separate!" Truly, the world is
looking for answers in our society. They
look to the government, media,
Hollywood, cults, and religions. Yes, they
even look to the church. Yet, what do they
see? I am convinced that when the lost look
to today's church they see themselves.
They don't see Jesus in us anymore, thus
they keep looking elsewhere.
Thirdly, we must be Scripture-living servants. Without this last observation, the
other two don't count. God said, "Open thy
mouth, and eat that I give thee." The root of
the rebellion against God in this nation is
their disregard of Scripture. We are no different if we do not obey God's Word, the
Bible.
Let the world see Christ in you. Yield to
the Holy Spirit's will and He will reveal
Himself to others through you.

QJ

fMOUTH
What has been your
strangest experience since
coming to LU?
"Overhearing my roommate's phone conversations."
—Chad Ragains, Sophomore
Santa Cruz, Calif.

"The adventures of dating a
Southern American boy."
—Regina deMoras, Senior
Sao Paulo, Brazil

"Hearing my roommate talking
in his sleep about going to a tool
sale at a church."
—Chris Overman, Senior
Greensboro, N.C.

I
~<-

"Seeing my friends sled down a hill with
their boxer shorts on."
—Jeremy Doty, Sophomore
Memphis, Tenn.

i-.

"One day after leaving school,
I saw a black bull standing on
the side of the road."
—Felicia Dodson, Junior
Syracuse, N.Y.

"I saw Elvis running
around DeMoss."
—Stephen James, Junior
Lynchburg, Va.
Iiliului by l.uui M Uaytlo
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Si night at tht

S

ix operas were presented by the Liberty University Opera
Workshop Feb. 16-18, 21, and 23-25. The production plots
ranged from comedy to despair. The casts brilliantly brought to
life the following works.

1. Hansel and Gretel by Engelbert Humperdink
In this age-old tale, modernized for the Liberty University stage, two
rambunctious candy-loving youngsters happen upon a sweet surprise. As
they pilfer the candy house, the witch appears to gobble the children.
Overcoming her charms, Hansel and Gretel toss the witch into the oven and
dance merrily away.
2. Susannah by Carlisle Floyd
Orphaned, Susannah and her brother Sam were outcasts of the mountainous New Hope, Tenn. community. The mayor's son Little Bat, age 14, idolized the innocent and sweet Susannah Polk. But he ends up destroying her
reputation by lying about her to the hate-filled elders of the church. The
elders were trying to find a baptismal for the town revival, but instead,
found Susannah, bathing in the creek. In their tirade the elders shunned
Susannah. Devastated, she flees to the arms of her loving brother.
3. The Medium by Gian Carlo Menotti
Toby, a Budapest boy feels the pangs of true love and hatred as he falls
into the vile hands of Baba, a drunken medium, and the loving hands of her
young daughter Monica. In a fantasy world, Monica sings the part of a slave
boy expressing his love to her, the beautiful princess. As a mute, Toby
wants to express his love to Monica, and cries as he hears her speak the
words he never can.
In the end, Baba beats Toby for not being able to tell her who had grabbed
her neck during a seance.
4. La Boheme by Giacomo Puccini
Money isn't everything to Musetta who leaves her wealthy companion for
the man she really loves. Set in the French Cafe Momus, this tale shows
the power of love over money.
5. The Magic Flute by W. A. Mozart
Papageno and Papagena are the only two characters of this opera of love.
Papageno, a bird catcher, longs for a woman to share his life with. The gods
bless him by giving him the power to make a wife materialize. Papagena
then appears and the two sing of their love and future together.
6. Rigoletto by Giuseppi Verdi
An act of vengeance results in despair in this melancholy tale of passion
and revenge. Rigoletto the jester plots to kill the duke of Mantua who had
defiled the jester's daughter Gilda. Sparafucile, the innkeeper is hired by
Rigoletto to kill the duke. The innkeeper's sister Maddalena hears of the
plot and convinces the duke to kill someone else. Gilda hears of the plan
and sacrifices herself.

La Boheme by
Giacomo Puccini—
After leaving
Marcello, played
by Daniel Vinersar,
flirty Musetta,
played by Kera
O'Bryon, dines
with Alcindoro.
Musetta is dating
Alcindoro, played
by Sam Kim, for
his money.

Hansel and Gretel by Engelbert Humperdink— The two candy-hungry children sing about the
treasure they have found. Later, the evil witch Rosina, played by Jennifer Roberts, charms them
into staying for dinner. Rosina coaxes Gretel into helping her prepare Hansel to be the main
course. Hansel, played by Alison Post, and Gretel, played by Cindy Wilcox, outwit the witch by
shoving her into the massive black oven.
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La Boheme—Musetta wins the heart of the Cafe Momus
waiter, as she makes her way closer to Marcello — the
man she still loves. In the final scene of this opera, the
lovers embrace as Musetta chooses Marcello over the
wealthy Alcindoro.
The Medium by
Gian Menotti
—The hysterical
drunk Baba beats
her mute slave
Toby, played by
Scott Grimm, in
one of her fits of
rage. "It was a
privilege to work
with him," Chelley
Bickel, who played
Baba, said of her
co-star Scott
Grimm.

The Magic Flute—Papapapapap what? Here
Papageno meets Papagena, his new wife who was provided for him by the gods. Daniel Vinersar plays
Papageno, the bird catcher, and Laura Layne portrays
Papagena. Later the two discuss the pleasures of being
together. They also take time to quarrel over their
future little Papagenos and Papagenas.

Susannah by Carlisle Floyd—Sam Polk, played
by Gavin Dean, comforts his devastated sister
after she has been lied about and thrown out of
the church for an outlandish misunderstanding.

Susannah —In a tale
of vile rumors and
tarnished innocence,
Susannah, portrayed
by Jennifer Kelly,
faces the boy, Little
Bat played by Scott
Grimm. Little Bat
betrayed their friendship by spreading lies
about her. "This has
given me a new love
for opera," Grimm
said about his part in
the seven night production.

photos by Mull Cudu
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Season ends w i t h wins

'Intimidator'
comes up short
one more time

ByRICHMACLONE
Sports Edifof
Two peculiar events affected the LU
men's basketball team this past week. One,
they went to Radford and won there for the
first time in school history; and two, tbey
won consecutive road games.
Liberty (IMS, 7*9) defeated Radford
(15-11, 9-7), 68-57, on Saturday night for
the team'sfirst-evervictory at the Dedmon
Center. LU also bested the Chanticleers of
Coastal Carolina, 65-64, on Monday, Feb.
20.
Larry Jackson was the high points man in
both games, as he continued to play his way
into contention for the Big South
Conference All-Rookie team; Jackson
scored 19 points against Radford and added
a team-high three assists, while turning the
ball over only once. "Larry is becoming a
better hall player," Liberty Head Coach Jeff
Meyer said. "He is a big part of the future
for mis program."
Along with Jackson, Peter Alunm
stepped up and scored 12 of his 14 points in
the second half Eight of those points came
in the last 3:21, as Liberty held off a late run
by the Highlanders.
Radford came within two points of the
Flames with just underfiveminutes to play
in the ball game. The Highlanders cut the
LU lead from 13 points down to two over a
10-minute span in the second half. Jackson
then put in a jump shot that started a 12-5
run for the Flames over the last five minutes
of the game.
"Our kids showed some real resiliency
tonight; they showed some real heart,"
Meyer said/
Not only did the Flames draw from their
starting five against Radfordy but: also from
the bench players. Freshman Jeremy Luther
was perfect from the floor, as well as from
the free-throw line on the evening, chipping
in eight points, all in the first half. Erik
Sorenson also contributed: four rebounds
catning off of the bench for LU
"I thought the bench played really well
tonight Ilost hope that they can do it again
come Friday (Big South tournament opening night)," Meyersaid,
„
Radford was led by center Antoine
Dalton, who scored 19 points and grabbed
nine rebounds against the Flames. The
Highlanders were hurt by the atrocious
shooting of guards Anthony Walker and
Jason Lansdown. The backcoart combination shot a combined 4-18 and 2-10 behind
the three-point stripe.
Against Coastal Carolina (6-19, 3-12)
last Monday Jackson showed a flair for the
dramatic in addition to his ability to come
through in the clutch. The guard hit a threepomter wltb one tick left on the clock to tie
the game at 64; and then went on to complete the four-point play to give me Flames

The Daytona 500 is the crown jewel
of auto racing. Dale Earnhardt's seven
Winston Cup championships give him
top billing, along with Richard Petty, as
NASCAR's "King." Yet the king's
crown looks strangely vacant without
its jewel.
It is hard to envision people displaying pity toward one of the most successful stock car drivers of all time, but
Earnhardt's pain is felt by many. Even
the fans who go to races just to cheer for
anybody but "The Intimidator" must be
shaking their collective heads
in disbelief.
The Daytona 500 is to auto racing
what the Masters is to golf, what
Wimbledon is to tennis. People who
never follow the sport take a sudden
interest because it is a special event.
When a sport takes center stage, it beckons the greatest stars to shine brightest
and reaffirm what the hard-core fans see
on a weekly basis. Unfortunately, some
of America's top sports stars are often
left to ponder what might have been.
Several great quarterbacks who came
into the NFL together in 1983 remain
forever linked, not by accomplishment,
but by failure. Dan Marino, John Elway
and Jim Kelly have played together in
eight Super Bowls for the AFC but have
claimed not one title between them.
Marino could rewrite the record book
at the quarterback position, but his
records will all be hollow in comparison to the four Super Bowl victories of
Joe Montana.
Kelly, in a cruel twist of fate, was the
honorary starter for Daytona, where fate
has taunted Earnhardt on a near annual
basis. Two years ago, Dale Jarrett passed
Earnhardt on thefinallap to capture the
checkered flag. In 1990, Earnhardt dominated the race for 499 miles before he
ran over a piece of debris on the final
turn and watched unknown Derrike
Cope glide into victory lane. Earnhardt
once again came up short.
On Sunday, Earnhardt again appeared
ready to shake off the ghosts of Daytona
and cap off a brilliant career. He dominated the events at the speedway, winning the Busch Clash, a 125-mile qualifying event, and the International Race
of Champions. In fact, throught the last
17 years, Earnhardt has won 25 races at
Daytona International Speedway.
Instead, the day of the 500 belonged
to the defending champion, Sterling
Marlin, who beat Earnhardt on the final
lap by less than a second. Marlin has
won fewer races (two) than Earnhardt
has won championships (seven), but
even the titles pale in comparison to
"The Intimidator's" Daytona 500 lifetime slump.
It is hard to imagine the thought
process of an Earnhardt, who accomplished so much but still searches for the
crown jewel. Does Dale sleep well at
night or enjoy the grossed $42 million
he pocketed in 1993? Will he continue to
run at Daytona until he wins the race or
will he die trying?
Maybe the empty page in the history
book of Dale Earnhardt is the only thing
that keeps him in the sport. Perhaps
Michael Jordan would still be bringing
smiles to the faces of basketball fans if
the NBA title had eluded him.
1 would love nothing better than to
see Earnhardt win the Daytona 500
next February and walk away content
from a sport to which he has dedicated
his life.
However, as a Ian of Dale Earnhardt
1 will always relish the continued pursuit
Of the dream and appreciate the art of
greatness that never allows "The
Intimidator" to quit.

Di4 You Krfow
Coastal Carolina was the
first Big South Conference
team to play in the NCAA
tournament of 64. The
Chants fell to Bobby
Knight's University of
Indiana Hooslers, 79*69,

Tourney
time allows
last shot
By JOSH HOWE
Champion Reporter

The 1995 Big South Conference tournament to be held in the Vines Center mis
coming weekend can be summed up in one
word: unpredictable.
The Big South has displayed just how
much parity it has mis season — parity
which is sure to carry over to this weekend
and make for a great conference
tournament weekend.
LU knows all about me competition in
me league; me Flames' last six games have
been decided by three points or less. "There
will be some great games,
some
exciting
games as we've
experienced
down
me
stretch here. Most
of me games are being decided by one possession or less," Head Coach Jeff Meyer
said.
Unlike past tournaments, any seeded
team has a shot at winning me championship, me league has progressed much
since me Flames joined me Big South back
in me 1991-92 season. "There is no question mat mis league, year by year, has
improved. Right now we're 21 out of 34
Division 1 conferences in me RPI," Meyer
stated.
"That's reflective of the fact mat our
teams have had impressive out-of-conference wins and mat our out-of-conference
wins (James Madison, Western Michigan
who bom beat Purdue mis year) all translates into a stronger conference. Bottom to
top it's much tougher mis year than it has
been me last two years," he said.
Even though me NCAA bid was taken
away e mis season, fans still have a chance
to take in some great basketball. "(The
tournament) is a real opportunity for our
student body and me community of
file Hwto
Lynchburg to see a great Division 1 postEVES ON THE PRIZE —. Liberty's Larry Jackson sets his sight on high
season tournament," me Flames' head
goals, as he averaged over 19 points per game for the week.
coach said.
Also, fans will have a last chance to see
.the victory, Jackson, was fouled by Coastal
decided by less than four points
some of me Big South's brightest stars:
Jackson was given the chance to tie
shooting guard Kekfe Hicks while shooting
Charleston Southern star Eric Burks, Ralph
the game when Jason Dixon called time
and stepped up to the line to hit the winning
Blalock of Towson State and, LU's own
out with five seconds remaining in the
free throw,
dynamic duo — seniors Jason Dixon and
game, after^rebounding a missed Mark
The freshman guard was overjoyed by
Kevin Benton. They have a chance to leave
Reed three-point attempt,
the torn of events. "I was just so ecstatic
their career at Liberty on top. What better
Coastal Carolina Coach Michael
about hitting the three and tying the game
way to help mem man by getting out and
Hopkins called time out before the freethat we didn't worry too much about getsupporting me Flames mis weekend?
throw attempt by Jackson in an attempt
ting the foul shot because we thought we
Liberty University boasts of fan support
to "ice" the freshman, Jackson stepped
could go into overtime and win in it,"
at basketball games, but mis season those
to the line and coolly connected with
Jackson said.
fans have shown mat LU is home to its own
the bucket. Aluma stole the inbound
The Flames didn't need the overtime sesshare of "fair-weather fans." To all of you
pass from the Chants Phillip Richards at
sion to win, though, because Jackson
who take offense at mat statement, get out
the buzzer to seal the victory.
stepped to the line and nailed the free
mere and prove yourseleves byfillingme
Liberty, who trailed, 39-31, at the
throw, winning the game. The win was the
Vines Center mis weekend to cheer on
See Jackson, Page 11
third consecutive game for Liberty that was
me Flames.

Lady Flames beaten twice
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Champion Reporter

Two overtime Liberty fouls resulted in
four points mat vaulted Winthrop's
women's basketball team over me Lady
Flames, 77-71, Wednesday in Rock Hill,
S.C. Earlier in me week the Lady Flames
lost to Coastal Carolina in me Vines Center.
With me score tied at 69 after me second
half, a foul by LU's Jennifer Eaddy on
Winthrop's Kami Weaver with 53 seconds
left allowed Weaver to put me Lady Eagles
on top, 75-71. And when LU's Genie
Stinnett fouled WU's Jenni Castle with 22
seconds remaining, Castle took advantage
of bom opportunities and gave Winthrop (320, 2-12) a six-point win and Liberty (7-16,
5-9) its second loss in a row.
"We got into a position where we missed
the shot, got down four, and (me Lady
Eagles) were delaying me ball, so we had to
foul," LU Head Coach Rick Reeves said.
Leading up to me grand finale, the second half leading was a topsy-turvy one, as
the lead changed hands nine times.
With a 32-25 half-time lead, Winthrop
froze in me first four minutes of me second
half. The Lady Flames rode a 13-5 run,
capped by a Ginny Holloway jumper, giving LU a 38-37 lead at 16:05.
1 lolloway seemed unstoppable in me losing Liberty effort, as she penetrated Lady
jilmiu by Tukuml Susakl
Eagle territory most of me night for a gameGOING
UP
—
Liberty's
Angie
McDaniel,
back
from
knee
surgery,
puts up a
high 30 points on 13-for-25 field goal
shooting. "(That was) all on a black and jump shut during the Lady Flames' loss to Coastal Carolina.
blue ankle," Reeves said regarding me LU now needs only 54 points lo break the all- snuggle for the lead, and held the advanguard's performance.
time l.ady Flames scoring record set by tage for me last 7:43 until Castle tied die
No Lady Flame has netted 30 points since Sharon Snodgrass (1978-82).
game, 69-69, with four seconds remaining
Jeri Wiley, now assistant coach, hit dial
Alter its shaky second-half start, on two free throws.
number against Western Carolina on Feb. 9, Winthrop settled down and regained the
"The big blow of the game came when
1991. Holloway's career points total lead for the next five minutes of play. LU Lima Williams fouled out (with 2:19 left in
reached 1,116 in me Winthrop game. She came back, however, after a back-aikl-lorih
See Lady Flames, Page 11

Johnson's
season,
career end
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Champion Reporter.

When it rains, it pours. It's a dismal
phrase, but one that describes me Lady
Flames basketball team's misfortunes
this season in regard to mjurjesv
Adding to the plethora of injuries the
Lady Flames have encountered this
year, seniorforwardAngle Johnson suffered a season-ending knee injury,
: Bead Coach
Rick
Reeves
described
the
condition
of
Johnson's
as
'Very had."
Johnson, one of
many
Lady
Flames who have
landed on the Johnson
injured reserve list,
faces surgery after tearing me medial
and interior ligaments in Iter right knee
during the first minute of the Lady
Flames* 74-66 loss to Coastal Carolina
Monday, Feb. 20.
Johnson, alter scoring two points and
stealing two balls within one minute, hit
her knee on the floor alter jumping for a
rebound. The Winona I-ake,fad.,native
saw a doctor on Wednesday and wilt
have to undergo her third knee operation
since coming to Liberty.
Reeves expressed deep concern for
Johnson. "She's very special lo me and
my wife," Reeves said. "She's like one
of our daughters."
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Tennis loses first t w o m a t c h e s
By RICH MACLONE
Sports Editor

McClellan in critical condition after title fight
LONDON — Gerald McClellan was in critical condition and underwent surgery to remove a blood clot on Saturday night after he was
knocked out by Nigel Benn in the 10th round of the World Boxing
Council super middleweight title fight.
the surgery at London Royal Hospital was expected to last tnosi of
the night. Berm, also admitted to the hospital after collapsing in the
dressing room following the bout, was treated and released.
After being counted out, McClellan, 27, walked to his corner and
collapsed. The American received oxygen and was fitted with a neck
brace before being put on a stretcher and carried from the ring.
Howe finds job, but not pitching in the majors
NEW YORK — Steve Howe checked into the New York Yankees
camp. But Howe wasn't becoming a strikebreaker. As part of his probation from a 1992 drug conviction, he has,to have a job. So the
Yankees hired himtowork in the office at Fort Lauderdale Stadium for
$772 per week.
"Yeah, 1 could have gone out and flipped hamburgers at Denny's.
The important thing is that I needed to be somewhere where I could do
: what I needed to do," Howe said.
Howe, who is to make $2.3 million as a pitcher this season, won't
work out with replacement players or play in exhibition games.

Virginia Baseball team looks for nickname
Baseball fans in Virginia grew excited last week when they learned
Northern Virginia had been promised a major league franchise.
Now, according to a Virginia Baseball announcement, they will get
a chance to pick the team nape.
Virginia Baseball, beaded by telecommunications executive William
Collins, is one of two Northern Virginia groups vying for the expansion team.
Fans can call the Name the Team Hotline (703) 541-6355) for
instructions on voting from a list of live proposed names — the
Virginia Fury* Diamonds, Monuments, Gray Sox or Bats, Callers can
; also submit their own choices.

Liberty tennis started the season
in forgettable fashion as the team
dropped its two opening contests of
the year. LU was shut out at
Winthrop, 7-0, on Friday, Feb. 25.
On Feb. 22, the team lost its debut
performance of the year 5-2 to the
Highlanders of Radford.
Winthrop took the match direcUy
to the Flames. Joe Bildosso defeat-

Lady Flames lose t w o despite
Holloway's stellar showings
Continued from Page 10
the second half)," Reeves said.
"That really hurt us. Erma is our
best defensive post player."
Liberty boasted two other double-digit scorers besides Holloway,
as Michelle Wyms gained 14 points
and Angie McDaniel scored 13.
Wyms also recovered a game-high
13 rebounds.
Carmen Thomas led the way for
the Lady Eagles, with 18 points and
nine rebounds. Katherine Kitchin
scored 15, while Tracy Mont and
Castle both ended the game with
11 point performances.
On Monday, Feb. 20, three
Coastal Carolina double-digit scorers, led by Jackie Busch, held off
Holloway and the LU women's basketball team for a 74-66 Big
South Conference win in the Vines
Center.
Busch went five-for-seven from
the field and eight-for-nine from
the free-throw line, as she scored
18 points on the night. The

Jackson paces back-to-back victories
Continued from Page 10
buzzer to seal the victory.
Liberty, who trailed, 39-31, at the
half, was led by Jackson's 20
points, 15 of which came from
behind the three-point line.
Jackson's performance made up for
the lack of offense provided by the
usually-solid Aluma, who shot only

4 of 19 from the field. Aluma did,
however, come up with six blocked
shots on the night, upping his season total to 44.
Dixon added 13 points, and
pulled down six rebounds. Small
forward Kevin Benton led the
Flames with eight rebounds.
Coastal Carolina's Maurice
Ingram gave a Dennis Rodman-

ed Liberty's Danny Farris 6-2, 6-2
in the match's opening set.
Barrett Connolly of LU came the
closest of all Liberty's players to
winning a match. He took his opponent to the third set before bowing
out to Enrico Golzi 6-3, 2-6, 6-2.
The Eagles volleyed through
their Liberty opponents in the doubles competition as well.
In the opener of the tennis season, Radford jumped out on Liberty

type performance leading all players with 18 of the Chants' 39
rebounds, 10 of which were offensive. Ingram also scored 15 points.
Keke Hicks led the Chants with 17
points in the game.
The Flames will next be in action
against UMBC on Friday, March 3
at 8 p.m. in the first round of the
Big South Conference

Lady Chanticleers (10-13, 6-8)
also got 15 points from Kjerstin
Havens and 10 from Ali Colgrove.
Holloway paced the Lady Flames
with a game-high 25 points on
7-for-13 shooting. Wyms nailed 15
points and grabbed seven boards as
the Lady Flames' second-leading
scorer for the game.
Liberty could not match the
Lady Chants' 42 percent overall
field goal mark, as LU only hit
37 percent of its shots. Neither
could the Lady Flames duplicate
Coastal's free-throw percentage
(76) with their 73 percent mark, or
Coastal's solid 46-percent threepoint shooting total. LUonly hit
36 percent of their three-point
shot attempts.
The Lady Chants, behind 35-34
at half time, shot an impressive
48 percent from thefieldin the second half and took advantage of poor
LU shooting (ll-for-35) to win by
eight points.
Freshman Flori Willie put in nine
points for the Lady Flames, as well
as grabbing eight boards. McDaniel
scored eight points and also tallied
six rebounds.
The Lady Flames will be back
in action on March 2, at UNCGreensboro, and will close out
the season at Radford on March
4, at the Dedmon Center.
Following will be the Big South
Conference tournament at Radford.

quickly and ran away with the win.
The Highlanders won the first four
matches on the afternoon before
Liberty's Anton Matusevich defeated Radford's Ricardo Serrano
6-4, 6-5.
Liberty's other win on the day
came from the doubles team of
Matusevich and Connolly. The duo
defeated
Radford's
Mehdi
Benbachl and John Adamson 8-6.
Team members attribute the

early-season slump to the team's
youth. "We're still trying to get into
a groove. Most of the guys aren't
hitting well yet," player Matt
Swinehart said.
The Flames are looking to turn
around their slump. The team recognizes what it will take to get
things on the winning track. "It's
going to take hard work, dedication
and diligence. I think we can do it,"
singles player David Spohn said.

Sports Wrap-Up
Hockey finale ends in loss
Liberty Hockey closed the season with a loss at the Roanoke
jCivic Center on Monday, Feb. 20. LU fell to the llokies of
|§Virginia Tech, 4-2.
The Hokies jumped out to an early lead in the first period, and
1 never looked back. Liberty was able to cut the lead to one midway
Ithrough the game but came up on the short end of the stick, losing
the last game of the '94-'95 season.
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week in Liberty sports... 1 ;

Men's Basketball
— Big South Conference tournament vs. UMBC, on Friday,
March 3, 8 p.m.
Women's Basketball
—Away at UNC Greensboro on Thursday, March 2, at 7p.m.
—Away at Radford on Saturday, March 4, at 3 p.m.
Baseball
—Home vs. E. Tennessee State on Monday Feb. 27 at 3 p.m.
—Away at VMI on Wednesday, March 1, at 3 p.m.
—Away at UVa. on Thursday, March 2, at 3 p.m.
—Home vs. Howard (Doubleheader) on Friday, March 3,
at 1 p.m.
—Away at Richmond on Saturday, March 4, at 1 p.m.
Softball
—Home vs. Mt. St. Mary's on Saturday, March 4, at 1p.m.
Men's Track
— IC4A meet at Princeton on Saturday, March 4.
Women's Track
—ECAC meet at Syracuse on Saturday, March 4.
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Wouldn't YOU like to
know...
Well now you can!
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Get your subscription to the Liberty Champion NOW!
Only $15 for one semester or $25 for one whole year.
Just write your check to the Liberty Champion and send it to:
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WHAT'S

you elorft slop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.
FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

;

Liberty University
Box 20,000
C/O Liberty Champion
Lynchburg, VA 24506
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McDaniel battles back
By NIKKI KEZNOR
Champion Reporter

Knee surgery, resulting from an
injury suffered earlier in the year,
has not stopped Angie McDaniel
from performing her best every
time she goes out on the court.
Angie, a Lady Flames junior forward, experienced muscle pain
behind her knee during the early
part of the basketball season, but
doubted its severity. While running
a "suicide" drill during practice Jan.
30, however, Angle's knee gave out
on her.
"All season I had thought that my
knee problem was just a pulled
muscle, and I would just ice it a lot
after practice. But when it gave out Angie McDaniel
on me, they told me that it wasn't LU Forward
my muscle; it was my knee pinchback to play. She was forced to sit
ing something," she said.
The injury devastated Angie out for two weeks before she was
because she had always felt that if given clearance to play again.
she ever needed to have surgery she Before she went out to play, Angie
was only able to shoot forfiveminwould never be able to play again.
"I found out that the surgery was utes and run for ten, then she went
not as big of a deal as I thought it out and gave it her best, although it
would be. God makes us stronger. I was a tentative best.
"I went down in the first game,
really prayed about it. I guess it was
just one of those things you've got and I couldn't be as aggressive as I
wanted to be. I wanted to be where
to do," she said.
Only a week after her surgery, I was before I went into surgery,"
Angie was back on the court prac- Angie said.
After undergoing physical theraticing her usual aggressive game.
While she does fear that her knee py three hours a day for a week and
will get hurt again, her determina- a half, Angie worked her knee back
into shape and was able to play
tion to play overcomes her fear.
"I just wanted to play so badly. again. She said she feels she doesn't
One day my knee gave out, and two have her total mobility back, but it's
days later it happened that I was in up to 90 percent better.
"The rest of the team was away
surgery. I'm a starter and I don't
want to let everybody down," on trips, and I was here, and it made
me feel really bad, but everyone
Angie said.
Angie became very frustrated encouraged me and worked with
with her knee when she first came me to get through it. I tried not to be

frustrated and tried to deal with it,"
the forward said.
Despite the injury, Angie has
earned a reputation of being a hustler on the court. She has become an
excited, determined and very
aggressive player. Her aggressiveness ranges from helping up other
players that have fallen to totally
sacrificing herself to keep a ball
from going out of bounds.
"It's a natural instinct to play this
way. I have played the game since I
was eight years old. I want every
ball, and every play has to be the
best. It's just in my genes. I have
never been taught to play this way.
Sometimes I think I am out of control. It's just a God-given ability,"
said Angie.
Before choosing Liberty, Angie
had many opportunities to go to
bigger schools, however the doors
seemed to open for her to come to
Liberty. "I kind of wanted rules and
discipline just like what I had when
I was younger," she said. "There is
a Christian atmosphere, and the
people here care for you and not
don't treat you badly. It's really
amazing that I came here. I wanted
to, it was not planned and I'm glad
I came."
McDaniel will begin her senior
season next year. She looks to her
final season with both anticipation
and regret. She feels there is a lot of
pressure and sadness accompanying her senior season and isn't sure
what she is going to do after her
college career.
"God gave me this gift to play
this game as though each game
was the last game. If I only had
three minutes to play I would play
the same as I always do,"
said McDaniel.
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Big South Men's Basketball Standings
CONFERENCE
W-L
1. UNC Greensboro
13-2
2. Charleston Southern
12-3
3. UMBC
10-5
4. Radford
9-7
5. UNC Asheville
7-8
6. LIBERTY
7-9
7. Towson State
5-10
8. Winthrop
3-12
9. Coastal Carolina
3-13

OVERALL
W-L
20-5
16-9
13-12
15-11
11-14
11-15
11-13
6-19
6-20

6 Oz. Pkg.
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OVERALL
W-L
12-11
15-9
11-13
11-11
10-14
8-14
7-16
7-16
3-20

RECORD: 10-15, 6-9
February 20
Coastal Carollna-UbMly, Stat*
FLAMES 65, CHANTICLEERS 64
Coastal Carolina
Liberty

M Basketball
RECORD: 11-15, 7-»
February 25
Radford-Liberty, Stats
Radford
Liberty

39 20—66
31 25—57

Radtord—Robinson 3-7 0-0 6, Harvey 1-3 0-0 2,
Oalton 7-14 5-7 19, Walker 2-8 5-5 10, Lansdown 210 1-4 6, Paiker 2-3 2-2 6, Wells 0-0 0-0 0, Reed 2-3
0-00 6, Johnson 1-10-0 2, Weddle 0-0 0 0 0. Totals
20-49 13-16 57
Liberty—Benton 1-2 2-2 4, Dixon 2-7 8-12 12,Aluma
5-11 4-7 14, Polhoven 0-1 0-0 0, Jackson 5-10 6-6
19, Taylor 1-3 0 0 3, Johnson0-0 0-0 0, Luther 3-322 8, Sorenson 1-5 2-2 5, Hall 0-0 0-0 0, Reed 0-2 36. Totals 18-44 25-35 68.
Three-point goals—Radtord 4-15 (Wells 2),
Liberty 7-17 (Jackson 3). Rebounds—Radtord 33
(Harvey 9, Dalton 9), Liberty 29 (Dixon 4, Pothoven
4, Sorenson 4). Assists—Radtord 5 (Walker 3),
Liberty 5 (Jackson 3). Turnovers—Radlord 15
(Walker 6), Liberty 11 (Hall 3). Steals—Radford 2
(Dalton 2), Liberty 7 (Aluma 2, Sorenson 2). Blocked
Shots—Radlord 4 (Dalton 2), Liberty 2 (Aluma 2).
Attendance—3,800. Officials Owen Grogan, Gary
Wall, John Spears.

38 25—64
31 34—65

Coastal Carolina—Johnlcan 0-0 2-2 2, Richards 6-16
0-0 16, Ingram 5-13 5-6 15, Hicks 7-18 1-1 17,Lewls
1-5 0-0 2, Saunders 2-2 0-1 5, Walker 2-2 1 -2 5,Smrth
1-9 0-0 2. Totals 24-65 9-12 64.
Liberty—Benton 4-7 0-0 8, Dixon 6-131-5 13, Aluma
4-19 4-7 12, Pothoven 0-0 0-0 0, Jackson 6-7 3-3 20,
Taylor 3-5 0-0 9, Luther 0-1 0-00, Sorenson 1-1 0-0 2,
Reed 0-2 1-21. Totals 24-55 8-14 65.
Three-point goals—Coastal Carolina 7-20 (Richards
4), Liberty 8-14 (Jackson 5). Rebounds—Coastal
Carolina 39 (Ingram 18), Liberty 39 (Benton 8).
Assists—Coastal Carolina 17 (Smith 6), Liberty 17
(Reed 5, Pothoven 5). Turnovers—Coastal Carolina
15 (Ingram 3, Hicks 3, Lewis 3), Liberty 19 (Dixon 5,
Jackson 5). Steals—Coastal Carolina 10 (Richards 3),
Liberty 9 (Benton 2, Aluma 2, Taylor 2). Blocked
Shots—Coastal Carolina 3 (Richards 2), Liberty 10
(Aluma 6). Attendance—1,016. Officials—Crolt,
Spalnhour, Covington.

RECORD:7-16, 5-9
FEBRUARY 22
Uberty-Wlnttuop, Stats
LADY EAQLES 77, LADY FLAMES 71

r&

LIBERTY
WINTHROP

25 44 2—71
32 37 8—77
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Candy
4 Oz. Bag
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Buy One 16 Oz. Bowl Of
LIBERTY—McDaniel 6-11 1-1 13, Wyms 6-9 2-3 14,
Williams 3-6 0-0 6, Holloway 13-25 4-8 30, Stinnett
2-9 0-0 4, Eaddy 1-4 0-0 2, Willie 1-5 0-1 2, Ratclltf
0-0 0-0 0, M.Johnson 0-0 0-0 0, Hopkins 0-1 0-0 0,
K. Johnson 0-3 0-0 0. TOTALS 32-73 7-13 71.
WINTHROP—Scarlett 2-4 0-0 5, Milton 2-5 0-4 4,
Kltchln 5-12 5-5 15, Weaver 2-7 4-4 8, Cox 2-7 1-3
5, Mont 4-8 2-2 11, Castle 3-7 3-4 11, Thomas 7-11
4-5 18. TOTALS 27-61 19-27 77.
Three-point goals—Liberty 4-8 (Castle 2), Liberty
0-8. Rebounds—Liberty 42 (13), Winthrop 42
(Kltchln 7, Weaver 7). Assists—Liberty 9 (Holloway
5), Winthrop 17 (Castle 5). Turnovers—Liberty 17
(Holloway 6), Winthrop 21 (Weaver 6 ). StealsLiberty 12 ( Wyms 2, E. Williams 2, Holloway 2,
Willie 2, K.Johnson2) Winthrop 7 (Weaver 3).
Attendance—97. Officials—Jack Tiller, John Phillips.

P5
RECORD: 7-15, 5-8
February 20
Coastal Carolina-Liberty, Stats
LADY CHANTICLEERS 74, LADY FLAMES 66
Coastal Carolina
Liberty

W Basketball

Buy One 16 Oz. Pkg. Of

And Get One

Big South Women' s Basketball Standings
CONFERENCE
W-L
1. Towson State
11-2
2. UNC Greensboro
10-2
3. Radford
9-5
4. UMBC
7-5
5. Coastal Carolina
6-8
6. UNC Asheville
5-7
7. LIBERTY
5-9
8. Charleston Southern
4-9
9. Winthrop
2-12

Buy One 10 Oz Pkg. Of

34 40—74
35 31—66

Coastal Carolina—Havens 4-9 4-6 15, Boaster 2-9
2-3 6, Tender 3-10 3-7 9, Cokjrove 3-6 2-2 10, Busch
5-7 8-9 18,Cerny 2-5 3-3 7, Motta 1-2 0-0 3, Fuller 02 4-4 4, Anderson 1-1 0-0 2. Totals 21-60 26-34 74.
Liberty Holloway 7-13 10-12 25, Williams 0-3 0-0 0,
Stinnett 1-6 0-3 3, A.Johnson 1 -1 0-0 2, K. Johnson 04 2-2 2, Eaddy 1-3 0-0 2, Willie 4-10 0-1 9, Wyms 612 3-4 15, McDaniel 3-10 1-2 8. Totals 23-62 16-22
66
Three-point goals—Coastal Carolina 6-13 (Havens 3),
Liberty 4-11 (Holloway, Stinnett, Wyms, McDaniel).
Rebounds—Coastal Carolina 37 (Havens 8), Liberty
41 (Willie 8). Assists—Coastal Carolina 19 (Colgrove
8), Liberty 10 (Holloway 3, Wyms 3). TurnoversCoastal Carolina 18 (Havens 3, Boaster 3, Fuller 3,
Cerney 3, Tender 3), Liberty 18 (Williams 4). StealsCoastal Carolina 8 (Boaster 2, Tender 2, Colgrove2),
Liberty 9 ( Stinnett 2, A. Johnson 2, Wyms 2) BlocksCoastal Carolina0, Liberty 4 (Eaddy 2). Attendance—
413. Officials—Jerry Henderson, Fred Johnson.

Shedd's
Country

Crock

Buy One 10 Oz. Pkg. Of

Harris Teeter
Breakfast
Sausage Links

And Get One

And uet One

Buy One 12 Ct Pkg. Of

Refreshing

Free Free

Forest
Technology
Starter Loggs

Diet Pepsi
Or Pepsi
2L\teF

And Get One

Free

\12 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans

Prices Effective Through March 7,1995
Prices in This Ad Effective Wednesday, Marchl, Through March 7,1995 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.
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